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how borne and limitation of 3627.3628
Judge
appointment and tenure of office .
who may act in absence or illness of.. ..





duty as to providing and maintaining detention homes. 3527
to provide accommodation and pay salaries..................... 3527
Offences
jurisdiction of court as to............... 3525
Probation Officer
appointment of 3526
children's aid society to be ex-officio...... 3526
to have powers of peace officer 3&26








probation officer to have powers of 3526
Superintendent of Neglected and Dependent Children
administration of Act by....... 3628
KENORA, DISTRICT OF
annexation of District of Patricia to, for judicial purposes.... 63
KING, THE




duties as to statutes








Acts to be administered by Department
Annual Report
duty of Department as to .
Business Premises
right of access to .
Department
to be presided over by Minister.......... . .. .
administration of statutes by................................. . .
duties of ..
Deputy Minister





duties of Department as to
Employment Service Councils
regulations as to '" .
Faetories
right of access to .
- Industrial Classes
duties of Department as to .
Inquiries
powers of Deputy Minister as to
Minister
to preside over Department................ . . .. ..
Offices
right of access to....................... .. .. . .
Penalty
refusing information or returns or interfering with officers....
Returns
powers of Deputy Minister as to procuring .
Shops
right of access to .
Statistics
duty of Department as to collecting .. .
Wa~es


























by Railway and Municipal Board ... .... ...... .... 2634





extent of exemption of workmen's tools from 1223
Lien of Workman
see Mechanics' Lien






regulations as to employment in, and protection of wOI"kmen
see Mines and Mining 555
f'roteetion of Enlployees
see Building Trades Protection - .
Factories, Shops and Office Buildings
Wages
priority of claims for
exemption from attachment,---extcnt of
LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVEMENT
Aprons
regulations as to construction, description and dimensions of
dams to be provided with......... . " .
how to be constructed and maintained.
Arbitration
determination of claims, disputes, etc., by
Claims
determination by arbitration _ .
notiee of, and eounterclaim in timber driving
Compensation
determination of claims for, by arbitration .....
for removal of dam, etc., by order of Minister..
Crown
licns and rights of, prcserved, in timber driving
Dam
meaning of . .
no eompensation for flooding when erected before patent
approval of plans, etc., before eonstruction .
115hways, when to be provided , , .
approval of plans for improvements to .
exception as to worb of maintenance and repair ..
plans of those already constructed, when to be submitted
order for repairs and improvements to or removal of..
penalty for construction in violation of Act ..
plans, reports, etc., to be filed with Department.
for development of power, regulation of user of..
removal or repair of, on order of Minister
to be provided with slides or aprons .. .
Damages
when not alJowed for flooding by dam.
for depositing refuse from sawmill ".
for taking possession of timber wrongfulJy
Disputes
determination by arbitration. .. ...
settlement of, as to user of lake or river..
























LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVEMENT-Continued
Exemption of Territory




of Game and Fisheries.
E:'I"propriation
rights of timber slide comparties on payment of compensation 485
Fishways










removal of, on order of Minister .
prohibition as to placing, in Jakes and rivers
penalty for violation of .
exception as to 81. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers
as to trees used as bridge.,
Penalties
for contravention of regulations
construction of dam in violation of Act
refusal to comply with orders

































of operator for tolls ..
on timber for charges for breaking jams, booming, etc.
taking possession of timber to satisfy .
notice to owner as to .
releasing timber on security being given... . .
where men sU1.plied by other owners for breaking jams, etc..
:uhbj~~t::~ren°f~rn~~Ifsr~~~~.~..~~~ ..~ ..~~~~~~.~~..~~~~.~::::::::::::::
of Crown not affected __ .
sale of timber wi~h approval of arbitrator to satisfy..
Mill Sites




not to be obstructed
424 I;-.lOEX.
LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVEMENT-Continued
Penalties-Continued
for contravening order of Minister re moving timber across
lake .
failure to file schedule of tolls .
impeding operator in f1aating of timber. . .
Plans
of dams, approval of by Lieutenant-Governor in Council
filing of in department_
Proclamation
controlling certain lake or river .
jurisdiction of Minister in such case ..
enforcement of order of Uinister .
Public
rights of, as to floating timber ..
prohibition as to placing obstruction in lake or river
right to remove obstructions and to construct works
go on banks of lake or river.. .. .
use improvements ,
Refuse
prohibtion as to throwing into lake or river
penalty for violation of........ . ,..
assessment of damages to private property..
exception as to St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers
as to trees used as bridge .
owner of sawmill depositing .
right to grant or refuse injunction against
























meaning of _ _ .
power of Lieutenant-Governor in Council to make.
laying before Assembly....
Repair











prohibition as to depositing, into lake or river............. 480
exception as to St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers 481
right of court to refuse injunction against owner of sawmill 481
damages against owner, not affected.. 482
Security
by owner for charges of breaking jams, etc.
form of
Slides
regulations as to construction, description and dimensions of
Timber
rneanin~ of _....... _ ....
regulatIOns re floating of,._........ . .
right of public to float , .
prohibition against obstructing floating .
right to remove obstruction and build dam, apron, slide, etc
right to go on banks to assist floating.







































moving of, across lake by steam tug.......... ..
order of Minister as to .
penalty for non-compliance with .
duty to lop off branches .
to be cut in certain lengths .
lien on for tolls .
power of operator to make rules as to floating
penalty for resisting operator in floating......... . .. .
Timber Jams
duty to break and clear timber from shores . .
navigation not to be obstructed .
right of other owners to break ..
lien on timber for breaking .
duty of several owners of intermixed timber .
case of one owner in default ..
lien on his timber............. . ..
right of owner to separation at convenient place .
duty of owners as to separation.................... . ..
case of one owner in default .
lien on his timber ..
damages when timber unlawfully detained '" ." ..
liens subject to thos~ for tolls and of Crown ..
claims determined by arbitration ..
notice of claim and counter claim .
sale of timber by lienholder .
time for making claims ..
exemption of territory from pl'ovisions as to .
Timber Slide Companies
incorporation of . . 482-487
application for letters patent, what to contain 482, 483
conditions precedent to issue of letters patent....................... . 483
fixing rate of dividend in letters patent.... 483
fixing lifetime of . 483
property vested in Cro\VD on expiration of lifetime.................. 483
continuance of existence for winding up ,. 483
capital, restriction on distribution.......... 484
annual report to Minister.................... 484
books of account, what to be kept.. . 484
right to expropriate land, etc....................................... 485
take possession of existing works with approval of Minister.... 485
compensation in case of.... 485
mill sites, not to be taken without consent of owner.................... 485
time for completion of works ·........... 486
forfeiture of powers for non-compliance :... 486
provision for union of two 486
dissolution of, on order of Lieutenant-Governor in Council ..... 486
supplementary letters patent covering extensions and im-
provements 486, 487
Tolls
only upon timber to be collected ..
right of public to use works of others on payment of.. .
operator, meaning of .
works, meaning of ..
right of operator to collect... ..
publication of schedule of ..
fixing of, by judge .
publication of approved schedule .
copy of schedule to be filed witb Department .












LAKES AND RIVERS IMPROVEMENT-Continued
Tolls-Continued
requiring written statement of quantity of timber intended to
pass ,... . .
right to double toll for false statement .
recovery by action....... . .
apportionment of where only part ot works used
lien upon timber for... . .
Tree.
penalty for not lopping off branches, etc.
felled for use as bridge.. . , .
Water Power
rights of parties when created by dam, ....... "" ....
Water Privileges
occupied water privilege, meaning of
protection of .
right of owner to enter on and survey lands for development of
acquiring, necessary lands on order of judge .
transmission line deemed improvement of privilege .
application to judge to obtain power for development_..
fixing time for construction of improvements to privilege
fonnerly in use .
extent of pond created not to exceed twenty acres .
order fixing height ot water and extent of pond .










writing required to bind payment of
Contract for Sale of

























see Mortmain and Ch:uitable Uses . 1379
LANDLORD AND TENANT
Action for Recovery of Land
duty of tenant as to giving notice to landlord .
Administrator
right to distrain or sue for rent due to landlord in bis lifetime
Apportionm~nt of Condition























before sale of grain, etc., cut and stored 1947
after distraining cutting, etc., of standing crop 1947, 1948
before sale of distress 1950
omission of, not to make distrainor trespasser ab initio 1951
Assignment for Benefit of Creditors
See Insolvency of Tenant infra.
Assignment of Lease
breach of covenant against .
implied provision that consent of lessor will not be unreason-
ably withheld _ .
application to judge when consent of landlord unreasonably
withheld _......................................................... 1941
restriction upon effect of license as to part of premises only 1941
rights of assignee or trustee in bankruptcy, etc 1945, 1946
Attornment by Tenant
to stranger in title, nullity of .
possession of landlord not affecteQ .
made in pursuance of judgment or with consent of landlord .
to mortgagee after mortgage forfeited ,
not necessary to make grant of rent or reversion good .
tenant not to be prejudiced by payment before notice of
grant .
Bankruptcy
See Insolvency of Tenant
Beasts
that gain the land, not to be distrained if other chattels suffi-
cient .
where. to be kept or impounded by distrainor : .















protection of goods from distress .
notice to landlord with inventory .
payment of rent to landlord .
remedy against landlord .. .
effect of payment direct to landlord .
Breach of Condition
restrictions on and relief against forfeiture 1938, 1939
license, restrictions upon effect of 1941
waiver, restrictions upon effect of 1942
Cattle
right to distrain while pasturing on highway or demised
premises ..
beasts that gain the land and sheep not to be distrained if
other chattels sufficient .
where to be kept or impounded when distrained ..
not to be impounded in several places ..
penalty .
Conditions
apportionment of, on severance .
Contracts for Leases





what to run with reversion .
remedies of lessee against assigns of lessor'
restriction upon effect of waiver by lessor
Crops
meaning of.. . .
grain, etc., right to distrain when cut and stored··~~··~t~;ked
appraisement of .
standing, meaning of .
may be seized, cut and stored __ .
appraisement and sale , .
notice of place of stol'ing _ .
right of tenant to satisfy distress before cutting .
sale of, without cutting .
liability of purchaser for rent until cut and removed .
taken in execution,-liability for rent _ .
Defects in Powers
remedies in case of
Disorderly House
implied alfreement as to right of re-entry on conviction for
keeping .
Distress
right of landlord not to depend upon agreement
exemptions from, extent of .
how far in case of monthly tenancy ..
goods on premises which are not property of tenant
exceptions _...... ...
no exemption of goods in store or shop managed by clerk or
gO~~:n;f~:r~~r~~~~;~;s . ~ ..::::::::::::::::::::
no exemption unless tenant gives up possession of premises
notice where landlord seizes exempted goods .
right of set off, notice to landlord : .
etrect of noLice _ .
service of notices .
formal defects in notices . .
insolvency of tenant,--extent of preferential lien of landlord
for rent seck . .
within what time right may be exercised after lease deter.
mined . .
right of person entitled to rent for life of another
to be reasonable . .
property liable to, grain, etc., cut and stacked or stored..
cattle and live stock at large .....
standing crops ..
cutting and storing .
satisfaction of debts by tenant
sale of, without cutting, etc.
liability of purchaser for rent ;..; .
beasts that gain the land and sheep condItional exemption
of .. ...
property must be upon demised premises .
exception, right to foJlow goods fraudulently removed
breaking open place where goods fraudulently secured
penalty for fraudulently removing . .
impounding beasts or cattle, where to be kept
pound breach or rescue, penalty for . . .
appraisement, when to be made






















































irregularities not to make VGid ab initio ,., .
right to damages preserved _ _............ . .
liabiIit)· for excessive or wrongful distress . .
lor seizure where no rent due _ .
over-holding tenant, liability after notice of intention to quit
right of executor and administrator of landlord as to rent due
in his lifetime _.. . , . .
rights of chief landlord and other parties on surrender and
renewal of chief lease _ .
dispute as to rig~t t!? distrain, powers of county judge .
summary applIcatIon .
order of judge as to disposition of goods pending determina-
tion " ,~ , , .
jurisdiction of judge . .
int~rim order for restitution of goods on security being
gIven . .
directing issue to be trie:f or actio~··b~ou·ght··in···s·up~e;.;;~
court . _ .
security upon restitution in such ease
entr}' and enforcement of judgment.
where decision of judge final __
appeal, when to lie.. . _ ..
costs and scale of . _ .
other remedies of tenant r.ot affected .
exemption of property used in connection with public utility
Double Rent
forfeiture of, for overholding after notice by tenant
Double Value
forfeiture of, for fraudulent removal
for overholding .
Dower




























covenimt of tenant to pay taxes not to include 3151
leases containing contract or option of purchase 3151
Execution
forfeiture on breach of condition against tenant's interest
being taken in 1939
goods taken not to be removed without payment of rent..... 1951
when arrears of rent exceed one ;rear 1951
rent paid by execution creditors to be levied for by sheriff 1951
standin2 crops taken in, liability for accruing rent 1952
Executor




demise not affected by Accidental Fires Act 1457
Forfeiture of Leasell
rights of assignee of reversion............. .. 1934
notice to lessee specifying breach required except in case of
failure to pay rent 1938
not to be enforceable if demands in notice complied with 1938
application to court for relief 193V




where right is under a statutory condition _ .
construction of lease which is to continue until breach of
covenant .
on non-payment of rent, stay of action on payment into court
position of lessee after relief granted .
application of provisions notwithstanding stipulation to the
contrary ,.. . .
exceptions to right to relief, covenant against sub-letting
bankruptcy, etc., of lessee . .
breach of covenant in mining lease to allow lessor accel!ll!l
to books, etc. . .
conditions of relief agains: forfeiture for non-insurance .
granting relief to under-lessee or proceeding for enforcement
of . . .
parties to proceedings , .
implied provision that consent to sub-letting, etc., will not be
unreasonably withheld " " . .
how far a license given affeets the right of . . .
Fraudulent Removal of Goods
right of landlord to follow and distrain. . .
protection of bona fide purchaser for value .
breaking open place in which goods fraudulently secured

























Implied Covenants, Conditions, etc.
agreemen~ (or re-entry Oil Il011-p..ymellt of rent. 1937
on conviction for k~eping disorderly house 1938






Supreme Court assenting to assignment or sub·lease....
Insolvency of Tenant
forfeiture for breach of condition upon. 1939
extent of pl'"e!erential lien of landlord 1945
right of assignee, etc., to retain premises under lease 1946, 1946
to assign .. ..1946, 1946
to surrender lease 1946
rights of sub·Umants or assignees of lease.. 1946
-IInsurance
conditions of relief against forfeiture for breach of covenar.t
as to
Irregularities











who to be deemed .. . .. 1933
tenant to giye notice to, whe:l served with writ in action for
recovery of land 1942
Lessee
when to include under-Ie ee, etc. 1938
Lessee's Covenants
run with reversion 1934
Lessor
when to include under-lessor, etc. .. . 1938
Licenses
extend only to matters actually authorized 1941
restriction on operation of, when given to one of several
lessees or as to part only of property.... 1941
Liquidator
See Insolvency of Tenant
Live Stoe:k
right to distrain while pasturing on highway or demised
premises ,.... 1947
beasts that gain the land and sheep not to be distrained if
other chattels sufficient 194!l
Loeal Improaments
covenant for payment of taxes by lessee not to include........ 1942





. forfeiture for breach of covenant to allow lessor to inspect
books, etc. . 1;)40
Monthly Tenancy
notice to quit necessary to terminate .. 1942
service of notice 1945
when exemptions from distress not to apply....... 1943
Notice to Quit
what necessary in case of weekly or monthly tenancy 1942
service of 1945
Overholding Tenant
liability after notice requiring delivery of possession ..
after having given notice of intention to quit premises .
application by landlord to county judge for enquiry .
what to be determined by judge : .
notice of application and service on tenant .
proceedings, how intituled .. ..
non-appearance of tenant, order for issue of writ of posses-
sion 1957
hearing and determination .. 1957, 1958
powers of judge as to amendment, etc. .. 1958
appeal to divisional court .. 1958
discharging order for writ . 1968




stay of action to enforce right of re-entry for non-payment of
rent on _, _ .
Possession
summary application by b.ndlord agamst overholding tenant












invalid lease made under. when to be a contract for lease ...1935, 1936
confirmation of invalid lease.. . , ",n,", 1936
duty of lessee as to aceeptin~ 1936
where grantor's estate contmues until he could lawfully
grant . ,
what to be deemed to be intended exercise of power .
saving, as to rights of leS3ee as to covenant for quiet enjoy·
ment .
Re-Entry
effect of proviso on short form _
right or condition as to goes with reversion ..
apportionment of condition on severance .
implied agreement as to right on non-payment of rent
on conviction of tenant for keeping disorderly house .
restrictions on and relief against enforcement of right__ ..
protection of under lessef, _ _ _
how far license given affects the right of
Renelfa] of Lease
chief lease may be surrendered and renewed without renewal,
of under lease .
rights and 1'1lmedies of p..lrties thereunder .
in nbseno::e of person compellnblo:: to mako:: appointmo::nt of sub-
stitute by o::ourt .
validity of lease made by substitute .
court may direo::t an action to try right to renewal
conditions as to payment and signing by tenant..
premiums, how paid and applied ..
costs, powers of court as to .
Rent
implied agreement as to right of re-entry on non·payment of..
stay of action to enforce right of re·entry on payment into
court .
how far lien for rent prevails in case of assignment for bene-
fit of creditors . .
goods taken in execution not to be removed until payment of
to extent of one year .
where arrears exceed or,e year ..
sheriff to levy rent paid with execution money .
liability of overholdin~ tenant . .
right of executor or administrator of landlord to distrain or
sue for . .
grant of attornment by tenant not necessary .
tenant not to be prejudiced by payment without notice
Rent Seek































right of boarder or lodger as to goods illegally distrained
storage of grain, etc., until time for, has expired .
time within which tenant must take proceedings after dis-
tress .
Rescue of Distress
penalty for . .
Reversion
not necessary to be in lessor .
lessee's covenant running with . . .
to payment .
remedies available to assignee, etc., of .
lessor's covenants running with .
remedies available to lessees against reversioner .
if leasehold, sub-lessee not entitled to call for title to .
merger or surrender of, next estate to become reversion
expectant .
grant of attornment by tenant not necessary .. , ..
tenant not to be prejudiced by payment without notice ..
Set Off Against Rent
right of tenant on distress ..
notice to landlord, effect of .
service of notices ..
informalities in notice .
Severance
apportionment of conditions on . . .
Sheep
not tQ be distrained where there are other chattels sufficient
Short Forms of Leases
effect of striking out "except for local improvements" in




























when sub-lessee not entitled to call for title to reversion ..
meaning of "under lease" .
breach of covenant against sub-letting .
implied provision that consent of lessor will not be unreason-
ably withheld :............... . 1940
granting relief to tenant on forfeiture of superior lease 1940
right of assignee in insolvency, etc., to create 1945, 1946





covenant for payment of by lessee.not to include local improve-
ments 1942







me.aning of and what to include .. .
duty as to giving notice to landlord of writ claiming dower
of action for recovery of land ......
penalty for fraudulent removal of goods




payment of rent before notice of grant
disputes as to right of distress
overholding _ .
Tenant Pur Autre Vie
right to distrain after death of cestui que vie .
Tenure
relation of landlord and tenant does not depend on .
Title
to reversion, sub·lessee cannot call fol' __
Trustee in Bankruptcy















liability of lessee for . 1402
remedy available to assignee of reversion.. . 1983.1934
Weekly Tenaney
notiee to quit necessary to terminate .
serviee of notice
Winding Up
See Insolvency of Tenant, Supra
Writ of Possession
application by landlord against overholding tenant 1957
LANDS AND FORESTS, DEPARTMENT OF




see Provincial Land Tax _._ .
LAND TITLES
Absolute Title
approval of master to title on application for
estate eonferred by .
transfer with, estate conieued by .
transfer of leaseholds with declaration of
Abstraet Index
entries as to certificate of ownership _..
Aetions Pending














notice of , ,.............. 1641
effect of failure to give 1641
Appeals
from master 1666
from judge to divisional court 1666
delay of registration pending 1669
Application of Act
to districts and to certain counties 1698
by-law of county, city or separated town for.............................. 1666
proclamation of Lieutenant-Governor extending 1667
extension of on petition of owners 1667
payment of local master :........................................... 1657
expenses of introducing system 1667
surplus fees under Registry Act, application of to expenses of















certificate by treasnrer as to payment of .
Assignment for Benefit of Creditol's
effect of as to title to registered land .
Assurance Fond
no claim against as to dealings in minerals 1634
formation of for indemnity of persons 1646
payment of into court 1646
payment over to Treasurer of Ontario 1646
in provisional jndicial districts 1646
payment of charge where land sold for taxes, etc 1646.1647
transfer of part of property, or of minerals, or timber off
land , .
compensation from .
who may claim .
determination of .
recoupment of fund on .
on rectification of register ..
valuation of mining land on claims for .
who not entitled to claim : ..
issue of Government stock to represent .
payment out of Consolidated Revenue ..
Bonds
prohibition as to registration of trusts not to apply to charge
securing , .
Caution
'Iodging of by purchaser at tax sale 1621
lodging of 1626
none in respect of certain leases, dower, curtesy. etc. 1626
renewal of 1626
notice to cautioner 1626
cessation of ,........................................................... 1626
by registered owner against his transferee 1627
stays registration ,... 1627
entry of second 1627
against entry of land on register ,..... 1630
renewal of 1630
where land unpatented , 1630
as to actions pending 1630
effect of lodging against unregistered land. .. 1630





compensation for wrongfully lodging .
effect of . .
address for service of . . .
entry by master in case of error . .
when notice of, not required on registration of letters patent
Certificate
of master as to casements . n •••••
of Minister or deputy as to properly in orcs or mineral!
of surveyor on plan . .
of master withdrawing land from registry
to be countersigned by Inspector
fee of registrar on ..
mistnkes when not to invalidate
Certificate of Charge
grant of new when old lost, etc.
to be prima facie evidence
deposit, effect of .
Certificate of Ownership
statement as to casement in " .
issue, of by master of titles ...
Registry Act not to apply after registration of .
particulars to be stated in .. ...
applications for free from certain rights and liabilities
application for free from highway _ .
delivery of to transferee .. H •• H .
new certificate of land retained by transferor ..
right to compel production of .
master may require production .
grant of new when old lost, etc ..
to be prima facie evidence
deposit, effect of ......
correction of errors, etc., in by master ,.. ,
Charges
creation of
entry of in reJJ:ister .. H .....
effect of when registered .
certificate of to owner ..
implied covenants in . . ..
effect of when according to short forms of mortgages
of leaseholds, implied covenants in .
rights of owner of to enter on land eharged when money due..
foreclosure of by owner H ..
foreclosure or sale under po er of sale ..
priority of registered ..
noting discharges of ..
partial discharges of H
right to production of certificate of ownership of
transfers of ,.
effect of registration .
delivery of fresh certificate on
transfer of part of charge . .
applications for reKistration as owner after death
certificate of sheriff as to seizure of, filing of ..
by other than registered owner not to be registered
inhibition against dealings in .
restrictions on transferring or charging by registered OWlier
securing bonds of company.......... .. .
application of Trustee Act to registered
seal not required ..






























































to persons injured by registration of caution 1630
to persons injured by restoration of covenants 1644
claims for on Assurance Fund 1647
See Assurance Fund
Condition
annexing to registered land 1635
who affected with notice 1636
modification of 1636
mnning with the land . 1636
restoration of to register 1644
compensation to per ons injured .. , 1644
Costs
liability of applicant for
order of master as to .
appeal from .
rules as to .
Council
when plan to be approved by
CO'l"enants
what implied in charges .
what implied in charges of leaseholds
what implied on transfer of easeholds
annexing to registered land . .
who affected with notice .. .
modification of ..
mnning with the land .. .
restoration of to register . .. .. . .
compensation to persons injured ..
Crown
applications by for registry
Curtesy
liability of registered land . ..
when not to be deemed an incumbrance .
registration of notice of estate in . ..
no caution as to estate in .
Custody of Documents
making rules as to
Death
applications for registration as owner after
Debentuns
prohibition as to registration of trusts not to apply to charge
securing .
Deputy Master of Titles
appointment and duties of :..: ..
oath of office and security by .. .. ..
Description of Land
when not conclusive against adjoining owners
how to be made .. .. .
Devisee
entry as owner without reference to liability of land fol' debt

































application that judgmcr,t on stated case shall bind in cases of
appointment of guardian to represent .
representation of persons under .
Documents
inspection of, who may make
rules as to custody of .
Dower
liability of registered land .
when not to be deemed an incumbrance
hearing of contention that land frce from
notice of wife to support right ..
entry that land free from ......
appeals from decision of master
of widow of fonner owner... . .
right of in case of transfer of incumbered land
registration of notice of estate in .






























entry of on register .
statement of in certificate of ownership .
liability of registered land .
when not to be deemed an incumbrance.
registration of .
of certificate of master in registry division
Entries
rectification of register 1642
cancellation by master for fraud 1643
correction of, by master. . 1643, 1644
penalty for procuring fraudulent 1644
Erasures
penalty for procuring fradulent , .
Errors
correction by Court .. 1642
entry of caution by master in case of 1643
correction of by master .. 1643, 1648
correction in register, where patent incorrect 1644
claims on assurance fund for compensation 1647, 1648
in proceedings not to invalidate 1666
Evidence
administration of oath .. . .
usc of depositions before special examiner by master
taking by shorthand .
powers of compelling , .
Executions
sheriff to file copy with master . .
books for record of .
purchaser for valuable consideration not affected by notice
until entry of 1620
satisfaction, entry of . 1620
when presumed spent 1620
notice where against owner under a different name.... 1620
fee of sheriff for transmitting ..... _........ ,..._........ ..._.............. 1620
hearing of contention by owner that land not affected 1620
certificate of sheriff as to seizure of mortgage or charge, fiI·










registration as owner of purchased under .
payment into assurance fund on sale under .
transmission of by sheriff to local masters in districts .
Fees
of registrar of deeds on certificate of withdrawal ..
of witnesses before master .
rules as to .
application of tariffs of Registry Act and Supreme Court to
apply 1655
stamps for, on what documents affixed 1655
of local master 1658, 1662
commutation of, of registrar of deeds or local master of titles 1658
LAND TITLES-Continued
Foreclosure
by owner of charge 1612
Forms
Inspector to prepare and publish 1652
rules as to proceedings 1654
Fraud
cancellation by master of errors in register for 1643
fraudulent dispositions, effect of 1644
penalty for fraudulent entries, erasures. etc. 1644
claims on assurance fund for compensation 1647
action by person d.Jprived of land by 1647,1648
exception as to purchaser or mortgagee for value 1648
- Freeholds
applications for registration upon death of former owner.... 1618
registration as owner of purchaser under execution against.... 1621
transfer of by other than registered owners not to be regis-
tered 1622
Guardian
appointment of to represent infant, lunatic, etc., on case stated
by master 1632
of infant, lunatic, etc., power to act generally......... 1637
Heir
entry as owner without reference to liability of land for debts 1619
application for registration as owner 1623
Highway
liability of registered land 1607
when not to be deemed an incumbrance 1607
notice of application to have certificate free from 1608
trial of right of in Supreme Court 1608
if closed, when transferee may be registered..... 1624
approval of mortgagee to plan laying out 1640
less than 66 feet, approval of plan where 1640
not to be closed on amendment of plan without consent of
owner :................................................... 1641
Idiot
protection of, on stated case or direction of trial of issue by
master 1632
















protection of, on stated case or direction oI trial of issue by
master _.._... 1632







to countersign local master's certificate of withdrawal of land
from registry _............... . n .
to prepare "nd publish forms
appointment, duties and salary of
Instruments
registered, only to be notice
seal not required
to conform to plan
Joint Tenants






appointment as local master of titles 1668
Land
inhibition against registered dealings 1628
deseription of 1635
annexation of conditions or covenants to 1635
application of Trulltee Ad to regilltered land 1636
applications to withdraw from registry........................ 1661
Land Transrer Tax
see Land Transfer Tax 410
Leaseholds
applications for registration of 1603
deposit of lease with master . 1603
what not to be registered 1604
evidence of title required 1604
estate conferred by regi~tration.. 1604
copies of lease to registered owner 1605
implied covenants in charges of 1611
transfers of 1616
estate conferred by whh absolute title 1616
without declaration of title 1616
with qualified title 1616
without valuable consideration , , .. 1616
implied covenants on ,.............................................. 1617
applications for re~istra\ion as owner after death 1618
certificate of sheriff as to seizure of, filing of 1620
registration as owner of purchaser under execution against.... 1621






liability of registered land to . 1607
when not to be deemed an incumbrance 1607
noting termination of 1609
application for registration of notice of . 1624
effect of registration 1625
noting determination of 1625
no caution in respect of 1626
office copy grant of new when old lost. etc. 1632
evidence of rej!,"istered 1632
deposit of. effect of 1632. 1633
Letters Patent
of land in districts. registration of 1661
when notice of caution unnecessary................ 1661
procedure where right to entry as owner. contested .. 1661
notice of entry by local master to sheriff.................................. 1662
sheriff to transmit copy of executions on notice 1662
Lis Pendens












Local laster of Titles
indemnity of 1636
oath of office and security by 1655.1656
appointment of 1658
remuneration 1658
commutation of fees 1658
powers and duties of 1659
transmission of title deeds, etc., to master of titles 1659
approval of master to finding of 1659
where master does not concur 1659
delay for opportunity to appeal :............................................. 1659
Lunatic
protection of. on stated case or direction of trial of issue by
master .
appointment of guardian to represent .
representation of in proceedings ..
Married Woman
execution of instruments by ..
laster




rules as to duties of 1654
oath of office and security by 1655. 1656
not to act as agent of persons loaning money.... 1656
not to practise as a conveyancer or advise upon titles 1656
Mechanics' Lien
liability of registered land .
when not to be deemed an incumbrance .
~:~~~\lf;io~~fc~~~~~~e~ ..a.t tax sale subject to .
g .
linerals
registration of owner of .







eertificate of Minister or deputy when required
entry of tran!;feree of registered owner as owner of .
no claim on assurance fund as to dealings with .
Mining Lands
valuation of on claims against assurance fund .
Mistakes
correction by court _ .
when not to invalidate proceedings
Mortgagee
application by, for registl'y of mortgagor or owner ..
Mortgages
entry of, existing; at first registration ..
noting discharf:'C of on certificate of mortgagee .




application to be entered as owner . .
when approval of council to plan required .
registry office to mean land titles office where Act applies .
Notice
registered instruments to be .
of address for service
service of ., ' ' , ..




by master and local master of titlcs ..
Officers
not to act as agent of persons loaning money .
not to practise as a conveyancer or advise upon titles ..
Official Guardian
when to act for in!ant, lunatic, etc..
Ontario Land Surveyor
certificate of to plan .
Orders in Council
granting land in districts, registration of .
when notice of caution unnecessary .
notice of entry by local master to sheriff .
sheriff to transmit cop)' of executions on notice ..
Owner
meaning of . H .
application by part owner for ref,dstration ..
application for registration as after death .
entering heir or devisee without reference to liability of land
for debts . .




































describing as trustee not a notice of. trust................................. 1634
of undivided share, not to be registered 1635
restrictions as to number of, who may be registered.............. 1635
entry of "no survivorship," meaning of 1635
address for service of 1641
PenaItieR
for procuring fraudulent entry. alteration, etc......................... 1644
non-attendance or refusal of witness to answer 1653
Personal Representative
application for registration as owner of leasehold land or
charge .•. 1618
application for registration as owner 1623
Plans
registration of 1637
form and contents 1637
to show posts, monuments, streets, etc 1637, 1638
mounting and size of 1638
certificate of owner and surveyor to 1638
delivery to treasurer and assessment commissioner 1638
field notes of surveyor to be filed with 1638
of survey of township after grant from Crown 1639
when master may require filing of 1639
consent of mortgagees where street laid out 1640
instruments to conform to . 1640
approval of council and municipal board when required 1640
not binding until after sale 1640
amendment of 1640
streets not to be closed without consent of owner.................... 1641
transfer of from registry offices . 1641
power of master to require production of 1652
Possession
no title by as against registered owner 1609
exception as to first registered owner 1609
Possessory Title
approval of master to title on application for 1601
estate conferred by......................................................................... 1601
transfer with, estate conferred by.................................................. 1614
Power of Sale
exercise by owner of charge 1612
Provisional Judicial Districts
assurance fund, how collected 1646
registration of letters patent or order in council granting lands 1661
exception as to certain lands 1661
where notice of caution, etc., not required 1661
notice by local master to sheriff 1662
sheriff to transmit copy of executions on notice 1662
•Purchaser
applic,ation by for registry . 1599
Purchaser for Value




approval of master to title on application for .
estate conferred by
in case of leaseholds .
transfer with, estate conferred by.. . ..
transfer of leaseholds with d<!claration of
Railways
















by court where adverse title proven . .
correction of errors or omissions by court .
cancellation by master of fraudulent entries in ..
protection of innocent holder ..
by inspedor for fraud or error ..
compensation out of assurance fund on .
Referees of Title
when ex officio 1658
Register
application for registration in 1599
separate for leasehold lands .. ,............ 1603
roctification by court of errors or omissions in, etc. 1642
cancellation by master of fraudulent entries in, .1643
protection of innocent holder..... 1643
correction of errors, etc., in by master... .. .1643, 1644
restoration of covenanh or conditions to 1644
compensation to persons injured............... 1644
penalty for procuring fraudulent entry or erasure in... 1644
rectification of by inspeetor for fraud or error 1648
compensation out of assurance fund on. 1648
rules as to keeping of 1654
Registrar of Deeds
commutation of fees of ..........1658.1669
Registration
applications for .
of part owner .
effect of on timber license
noting time of on instruments
priority of
applications for after death . ..
right of trhnsferee and thargcc..... . ..
application by devisee (or , .
rights of person taking on death of unregistered owner ..
of vesting orders .
of municipal corporatio:l as owner of streets
of transferee of closed up street.
of notice of lease ..
of estate in dower or curtesy .
of instruments to be notice
caution against .
prohibition as to notice of trust .
as to owner of undivided share






















applications before local master 1669, 1660
reference to be to master of titles in cases outside Toronto 1660
of newly patented land in districts 1661
power of the local master to act in such cases........................ 1661
Registry Act
when to cease to apply .
patents in districts since 1887 .
Registry Di\'ision
registration of certificate of master as to easement ..
Restrictions
power of registered owner as to .
in number of owners who may be registered ..
meaning of "no survivorship" .
Rules
fixing number of owners who may be registered .
power of Lieutenant-Governor and Judges to make ..
School Rates
liability of registered land .
when not to be deemed an incumbrance .
Security
by Master and local Master of Titles ..
Specific Performance
order fo~ parties interested to show cause against ..
Stated Case
power of master as to ..
practice and procedure on ..
approval of master at Toronto to .
where infant, lunatic, etc., interested .
Streets
application by municipal corporation to be registered as owner
to be shown on plan .
approval of mortgagee to plan laying out ..
less than 66 feet, approval of plan where .
not to be closed on amendment of plan ..
Succession Duties
liability of registered land .
when not to be deemed an incumbrance ..
Surveys
of land for plans ..
field notes to be filed with plan .
certificate of land surveyor .
Taxes
liability of registered land .
when not to be deemed an incumbrance ..
purchaser at sale for lodging of caution by .
notice of to owner ..
issue of certificate of ownership to .
payment into assurance fund on sale for .








































of on register ..
Titles
regulations as to examination by master
appointment of barristers as referees of .
applications for certificate free from certain rights and obli-
gations .
adverse possession not to give ..
exception as to first registered owner ..
estate conferred by tranafer with absolute ..
with qualified .
with possessory .
without valuable consideration .
transfers of leaseholds with declaration of absolute .
without declaration . .
with declaration of qualified ..
rectification by court of r!lgister on establishment of adverse
Timber
agreement for sale oCstanding, registration of .
to be incumbrance on land .
Timber License
effect of registration of land under ..
Transfers
of land, how made . ..
certificate of ownership to transferee ..
of land retained by transferor .. .
to trustees for religious bodies, how registered ..
with absolute title, estate conferred ..
qualified title, estate conferred .
possessory title, estate ccnferred ..
without valuable consideration, estate conferred .
of leaseholds . . .
of charges . .
by other than registered owner not to be registered .
restrictions on, by registered owner.
seal not required .. .
Trustee
application by for registry .
of religious bodies, transfers to, how registered ..
holding as joint tenants .. .




prohibition as to registration of, notice of .
describing owncr as trustee, not notice of .
Undivided Shares




liability of registered land .









































Withdrawal of Land from Registration
application for 1651
certificate of master for 1651
to be countersigned by inspector 1651
fee of registrar of deeds for registering.................................. 1651
Witnesses
power of master to summon 1652
to require production of plans, books, etc. 1652
charges for attendance of 1652
non-attendance or refusal to answer, penalty for 1653
fees, payment of before attendance............................................ 1653
LAND TRANSFER TAX
Application of Act
not to apply to transfers prior to 1st June, 1921.............. 411
Commission on Collections
amount of 410
adjustment between different offices.............................................. 411
Consideration
affidavit as to 410, 411
First Registration




reference to Treasurer...................................................................... 411
Regulations
Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make.................................. 411
Tax
amount of 410
collection by registrar or master of titles.................................... 410
payment of, under protest................ 411
Transfers
prior to 1st June, 1921, not liable to tax................................. 411
Vendor
when liable for tax................................................................ 411
right of, to recover tax........................................................ 411
LAUNDRY
Inspection of Sanitary Conditions 3382
Municipal By-Laws







adoption of rules of .
Poor Laws
exception as to adoption of " .








npplico.tion to . 1708




audit and distribution of
financial year, limits cf .
Attorney-General of Ontario
































to be members of society .
rules as to call of.. ....
regulations as to discipline.......................... . .
rights to cease upon being disbarred or suspended .
notice to registrar of high court division
admission to practise .
Benchers
who to be ex-offieio
number to be elected . .
election of . .
scrutineers, appointment of . . ..
assistant to treasurer . ..
when to be held..... . ..
who may vote _...... . .
list of qualified voters ..
complaints as to errors in ..
finality of . .
adding names of persons called after Jan. 31st and before
return of nomination papers................ . .
qualification of candidates ..
retiring bencher eligible for re-election
nominations, necessity of .
how made ..
delive;:r of nomination papers to secretary ..
notice to candidate .
~andidate declinina- , ~ .
acclamation .
poll, sending out voting papers.. . .
time for delivery of voting papers..
counting votes . .
void votes . .
voting for more than thirty... .. ..
who may be present .
equality of votes, determinina- election by lot .
INDEX.




who to be declared elected 1967
where bencher elected who becomes such ex-officio.................. 1967
procedure when not held at proper time.................................. 1967
declaration of election and publication of result.................... 1967
regulations as to procedure and remuneration of scrutineers 1967
preservation of voting papers until petition disposed of...... 1967
false voting 1967
absence or vacancy in office of secretary................................ 1968
term of office.. 1968
vacating seat for non-attendance.................................................... 1968
suspension of ex-officio for non-payment of fees..... 1968
controverted elections 1968
treasurer, election of , , 1969
vacancies, how filled " 1969
powers as to making rule;;. 1969
changing times for doing acts or giving notices....... 1969
enforcing attendance of witnesses.................................................. 1969
appointing officers 1970
examinations and legal education.................................................. 1970
call to the bar 1970
admission of women to practice.............................................. 1970
cert1ficates of fitness 1970
students at law...................... 1971
suspending, disbarring or expelling barrister, solicitor or stu-
dent 1971
consequences .f disbarment 1971
striking off the rolls or suspension of solicitor................ 1971
appointment and control of reporters................... 1972
finances 1973
county law libraries, regulation of 1972
law benevolent f~nd, power to establish :............ 1972
Certificate of Fitness
rules as to qualification for............................................................ 1970
suspending final decision as to...................................................... 1970
Controverted Elections
appointment of committee to enquire into petitions.................. 1968
report of committee... 1968
petition, when to be presented..................... 1968
contents of 1968
hearing, when to be disposed of.... 1968
deposit as security for costs............................................................ 1969
costs, powers of committee as to.................................................. 1969
County Law Libraries
powers of benchers as to regulation of.......................................... 1972
Dates
powers of benchers as to changing................................................ 1969
Discipline
powers as to 1971
powers of visitors vested in benchers............... 1972
Equality of Votes
determining election in case of....................... 1966
Evidence
powers of taking 1969
Examhtations
powers of benchers as to................ 1970
450 INDEX.
LAW SOCIETY OF UPPER CANADA-Continued
Examiners
appointment of
Exchequer Court of Canada






who to be 1963, 1964
votes given for to be void... 1966
when right to sit and vote suspended for non-payment of fees. 1968
Expenditure
annual statement and audit .
F..,
to be paid into general funds....
benchers to fix .
Finance
appropriation of fees ..
annual statement and audil .
Incorporation







retired, whcn to be ex-officio henchers .. 1964
Judges of Supreme Court








regulations for the improvement of .
Members
barristers and students-at-law to be
Minister of Justice
to be bencher ex-officio ..
Nominations of Benchers
how to be made




treasurer to be .
Real and Personal Property














of Lieutenant-Governor in Council 1971
INDEX.
LAW SOCIETY OF UPPER CANADA-Continued
Reporters
ap~intment and tenure of office " .
printing and publishing reports .
salaries
Revenue











:~~:~~~moin~ ~.~...... . :::::::::::::::.:.:::'.... ~~~1
settling list of voters...... . _.......... ... 1964,1965
duties as to counting of votes..... __ 1966
report as to election of candidate becoming ex officio bencher 1967
certificate of result of elections.. 1967
remuneration of 1967
Secretary
duties with respect to election of benchel' .
temporary appointment by treasurer in absence of .
Solicitors
. rules as to examination and service and admission
deferrring decision in individual case .
regulations as to discipline . .
notifying registrar of High Court Division..




to be benchef ex officio .
Studentli_at_Law
to be members of society................. . .
rules as to education, examinations, etc ..
rules as to admission, perillds of study, etc..


















Supreme Court of Canada
when retired judge to be
Supreme Court of Ontario
when retired judge to be





count of votes in presence of..~ .
may make temporar)" appointment in absence of secretary....
election and term of office............. . .
to be president of society .
eligible for re-election .











LAW SOCIETY OF UPPER CANADA-Continued
Upper Canada College
representation on board of governors ,_ .
Visitors
judges of supreme court to be.. . , .
rules, etc., to be subject to inspection of .
powers as to discipline vested in benchers
Volers
who to be qualified .
Voting Papers
use of at elections , .
preservation of, pending result of petitions .
falsifying .,.".,. . .
Widows and Orphans
power to establish fund for benefit of.. .
Women
power to make rules respecting admission of ..
LAW STAMPS
Account
to be kept by Treasurer of. r,umber, denomination amount and
date of issue .. . .
Cancellation
duty of officer issuing or receiving document as to
penalty....... . .
by inspector of legal offices .
penalty for omitting
Courts
fees on legal proceedings or under rule or order to be paid in
stamps . .
Crown
fees on legal proceedings to be paid in stamps .
Discount
where purchase is not less than $5 .
to vendor of stamps for specified locality
Distributors
arrangements as to .
E\·idence


























on legal proceedings, to be paid in stamps 361
under Order in Council to be paid in stamps 361
effect of not stamping 361
Inad\·ertence
omission to affi.x proper stamps, application to court 362
regulation as to allowance for stamps used unnecessarily........ 363
lnspector of Legal Offices
to direct officer to affix required stamps




direction of .. . ..
by Treasurer ..
account to be kept ..
to vendors for particular localities .
Legal Proceedings
fees on to be paid in stamps .
officers not to receive or issue papers or process without
stamps .
no action on unstamped process ..
when stamped for one purpose to be considered unstamped for
any other .
penalty for not stamping .
Money
not to be received for fees payable in stamps .
Order-in-Council
fees under, to be paid in stamps ..
Penalty
vendor neglecting to keep proper supply on hand ..
issuing, serving, executing, or procuring unstamped paper or
process ..
omitting to cancel ~ ..
evidence .
Proceedings
no action to be taken on unstamped document ..
application to have stamp affixed in case of innocent omission
order to be retroactive . .
penalty for not stamping ..
caneelkltion of stamps by officer issuing or receiving .

























fees on, to be paid in stamps ..
officers not to serve unstamped ..
service or execution of, when unstamped : ..
penalty .
when stamped for one purpose to be considered unstamped for
any other .
Regulations
as to denominations design, form and colour .




not to serve or execute unstamped process .
penalty : .
Spoiled Stamps
regulations as to allowance for .
Treasurer of Ontario
to procure and keep account of issues ..
Unstamped Document























officers not to serve 361
application to have stamp affixed in case of innocent omission. 362
penalty for issuing or procuring or serving, etc. 368
Vendor
arrangement for exclusive sale by
discount may be allowed to .
to keep sufficient supply on hand , , ..
penalty . .. .
LEASE




when required for granting or surrender
Estates Tail
what may be made and by whom
see Estates Tail
Registration of






~owers of, as to trust property
see a so Landlord and Tel)ant .
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Accountant













staying after judgment against member for penalty................ 254
privilege of member as to speech or proceedings in house or
committee , ,.. ,.... . ,... 260






privilege of membe;r as to
summary ju~isdidion as to
Assault
on member or offi~r, summary jurisdiction as to .
Barrister









privilege of member as to action upon .
member not to receh'e fees for drafting or promoting, etc .
consequences of disobedience ..
partner of member in legal business not to receive fees on bills,
etc .
penalty ..
summary jurisdiction as to corruption in relation to .
when recommendation of Lieutenant-Governor required .














who to be deemed to be 249, 250
Clerk
affidavit as to election expenses to be tiled with 254
duty on receiving disclaimer 255
warrant for issue of writ in absence of Speaker where election
declared void 257
Speaker to give notice of certificate of election court to........ 257
proceedings on avoiding election to be entered in journals........ 257
taking oath of member as to attendance and mileage 266
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
issue of writ for new election on resignation ..
in case of vacancy caused by death, etc ..












compelling attendance before ..
speakjir's warrant .
privilege of members as to proceedings in ..
swe.aring witnesses before __ ..
affidavits for use before, who may swear ..
allowance for attendance during recess .
Commissioners on Estates Bills
judges of 3upreme Court to be ..
Company
when shareholder not disqualified by reason of contract with
Cro\\11 , ..
Consolidated Revenue Fund
conditions precedent to charges upon .
Contempt
arrest and imprisonment for ..
Contracts
disqualifioation of persc;,ns interested in 251
exceptions , 251, 25~
surety to relieve himself of accruin2' liability upon election 253
when only to become operative........ 253
Controverted Eleetions
petition, effect of disclaimer on .
issuc of writ after receipt of certificate declaring election void
person found not duly elected, not to sit until re-elected .
person found to have been elected to sit .
result of proceedings not affected by election held to fill









not ineligible or disqualified to sit and vote .
Corrupt Practice
member receiving fees, etc., on bills or other business before
House .
commissions of enquiry as to attempts to corrupt members ..
Court of Record
Assembly to have powers of, for punishment of certain
offences ! ..
Crown
demise of, not to dissolve Assembly ..
power to prorogue and dissolve preserved .
recommendation of, before money vote ..
Disclaimer
effect of, in proceedings in election courts .
effect of, generally ..
mode of disclaiming, form : ..
clerk to send copy to registrar of appellate division or local
registrar ..
dismissal of petition, when judge may order ..






















re-election, where not declared ineligible .
exchange of offices in Executive Council .
penalty for sitting or voting .
of person found not duly elected .
aliens ..
members of Dominion Parliament .
on subsequent election or appointment to Dominion Parlia-
ment 250
holding office of emolument under Crown 250
exceptions 250, %51, 700
public contractors 251
exceptions 251, 252
when to become operative 253
effect of, on disqualified person elected............................................ 253
penalty for sitting if disqualified.................................................... 254
Dissolution
not caused by demise of Crown 249
power of Crown as to, preserved......... 249
Documents
summary jurisdiction as to misconduct in relation to.......... ...... 261
Election
of disqualified person, to be null and void....................................... 253
after resignation 256
issue of writ after disclaimer :.............. 255
See Elections to Assembly
Election Court
finding of, necessary to disqualification in certain cases............ 253
Election Expenses




trial of. See Controverted Elections................................................ 234
dismissal of, on disclaimer 255
against member receiving fees, etc., on bills or other business
before House 260
Employees'
exemption from jury service during session................................ 260
Estate Bills
judges to be commissioners to report on .. 204
Evidence
compelling attendance of persons with documents, etc............. 259
summary jurisdiction as to misconduct in relation to 261, 262
who may administer oaths..................... 204, 265
Execntin Council
members may sit and ..ote 250
re~lection after appointment to 253
when not necessary 253, 254
Fees
members not to accept 260
consequences of disobedience 260
summary jurisdiction as to pnn.i.shment for offering or accept-
ing 261
Fisheries
interest in license, etc., not to disqualify.................................... 252
when person interested not to ..ote.............................................. 252
Gaol
committal to, under speaker's warrant 262, 263
General Election
vacancies caused by death, etc., before meeting of House, how
filled 258
Go-rernment Secnrities
holders of, not disqualified................................................................ 252
Highll'ay Committee
appointment and duties 659, 660
Honse of Commons
members of disqualified...................................................................... 250
election to, disqualifies...................................................................... 251
Imprisonment
power to order _................... 262
committal to common gaol of york. 262, 263
Indemnity to Iembers
amount of 265
deductions for non attendance...................................................... 265
when not to be made...................................................................... 265
how payable 265
when member sits for part of session only.................................. 265
mileage allowance 266
final payment at close of session, oath.......................................... 266
Inquiries




to member, summary jurisdiction as to . 20'
Intimidation
of member, summary jurisdiction as to punishment of
Jour.als
entry of resigndioll in....... " .
entry of proceedings upon certificate of court declaring elec·





exemption of members, officers and employees from service....
Justice or the Peace
not ineligible or disqualified to sit and vote



























upon member, summary jurisdiction as to.... . .
protection of persons publishing by authority of Assembly
defence upon to person printing extract .
Library
appointment of officers in .
Mail Carriers
certain, not disqualified .
Members
number of .
election to House of Commons or appointment to Sende dis-
qualifies . .
oath of . .
resignation of ~....... . .
death, acceptance of office, etc., new election .
acting as speaker, authority of .
privileged US to speech or proceeding by, in House or com-
mittee ., .
from arrest under civil process during and before and after
session ,..................... . ..
exemption from jury service, extent ot. .
receiving fees for sen'ices on bills, etc.. " " " .
summary jurisdiction as to punishment of certain offences
against . . , , 261, 262
as to punishment for bribery of or by......... 261
saving as to inherent privilege.... 263
indemnity."... 265, 266
may be appointed to Hy<!ro-Electric Power Commission 700
exemption from jury service......... 1070
right to free transportation on railways..... 2577
Member Elect
affidavit as to election expenses " " .
disclaimer by , .
form of " .
how dealt with, , .
consequences as regards petition,..
writ for new election " .
Mem~r or Parliament
disqualification of , .






payment to members ..
ltliJitary Service
when officers may sit and vote in Assembly ..
!tlining
interest in license, etc., not to disqualify .
when person interested not to vote .
Naval Service
when officers may sit and vote in Assembly ..
Newspapers





























not ineligible or disqualified to sit and vote .
Oaths and Affidavits
of member elect as to election e"'llenses................................. 254
who may administer 264, 265
of member before drawing final payment of indemnity.............. 266
Offences
summary jurisd~cti0:t as. to punishment oI, in certain cases ..
powers as to mqulry mto .
imprisonment may be inflicted for .
Office
disqualification of person holding.................................................... 251
exceptions 251, 252
re-election after disqualification by acceptance of.. 253, 254
Officers
exemption from jury service during session ~ .
summary jurisdiction as to punishing interference with .
constitute a department of the public service .
Ontario LaRd Surve)'or
surety for, not disqualified ..
duty of surety upon election .
Penalty
for sitting and voting when disqualified .
recovery of ..
stay of other proceedings, where action brought in good
faith .
member or his partner in law practice receiving fees on bills,
etc .
for offences over which Assembly has summary jurisdiction .
not to be remitted by CroWTI ..
Petitions to House .
summary jurisdiction as to misconduct in relation to .
Postmasters
certain, not disqualified .
Powers
.compelling attendance of persons and production of docu-
ments .




summary jurisdiction as to certain offences.......
finality of Assembly's decision .









privilege as to . .
of extracts or abstracts, defence of good faith .
Publications
purchase and distribution of .
Privilege
from action or prosecution for speech or proceedings in House
or committee . 260
exemption from jury service 260
summary jurisdiction as to punishment for breach of. 261
imprisonment for breach of......... 262
publications under authority of Assembly............................. 263
saving as to, where inherent.. 263
Proclamation
unnecessary when Legislature not to meet for despatch of
business 249
Prorogation
powef of Crown as to, preserved...... 249
not necessafY to name date to which Assembly profogued........ 249
Provincial Loans
holders of securities not disqualified .
Public Institutions
sureties for maintenance, not disqualified .
duty of lurety upon election .
Public Officer
SUl'ety for, not disqualified .
duty of surety upon election .
Public School Inspeetor
not ineligible or disqualified to sit and vote .
Public Works
when shareholder in contract or company disqualified ..
Qualification
who to be deemed qualified.., .
Quorum
number necessary to constitute .
Records
summary jurisdiction as to misconduct in relation to .
Re-Election
after acceptance of office .













privilcge lUI to publication of .





Representation by Electoral Districts
See Representa.tion .
Resignation
before meeting of Legislature, mode of
issue of writ and when .
by notice from member's place in House .
or by declaration to Speaker .
entry in journal _ _ .
issue of new writ and when .
during recess, and absence of Speaker .
consequences of .
not to be tendered after petition filed or before expiry of time
for filing .
Secretary for Northern Ontario
appointment of member as .
Senate
members of disqualified .
appointment to, disqualifies .
Sergeant.at.Arms
arrest and imprisonment by .
Session
to be held in each year.. . .
when writ to fill vacancy not to issue during .





Sheriff, Bailiff or Comtable
warrant may command aid of......
Solidto.r
when partner of member not to accept fees on bills etc.
Speaker
issue of writ for new election on resignation of member .
warrant for issue of writ when election declared void .
issue of Wlu'l"lloat for writ where vacancy caused b~' death, etc.
to give notice to clerk of certificate of election court ..
election of . .
vacancy, Assembly to elect successor .
salary .. .
to preside at meetings of Assembly ..
may call on member to take chair temporarily .
absenee of, .king duties for the day ..
election pro tempore on absence for forty-eight hours .
validity of acts of Assembly while actina- Speaker presides
warrant to compel attendance of witnesses .
issuinS- warrant for arrest and impriaonment .
to be counted in quorum
casting vote ..
St.y of Proceedings














































for Mtlintenance of inmate or pupil in provincial
not disqualified .
for Jlublic officers, land mrveyors, etc.
duty of, upon election......... . .
Taxes
conditions precedent to measures for imposing
Timber Licensees
not disqualified









of contractor, not disqualified
Vacancy
by resignation, issue of '~rit for new election..
by election being declared void, issue of writ .
by death, appointment to office, etc., proceedings on
in absence of Speaker, or where he vacates seaL .
after general, election and before session .
election contested not affected by election to fill.
after three months, Clerk of the Crown in Chancery to issue
writ .
members found guilty on election petition of receiving fees,
etc.
Voting
majority to decide .
casting vote of Speaker .
on money bills, conditions precedent .
'Varrant
for attendance of persons before House or committee .
protection of persons acting under .
may command aid of sheriff, etc .
summary jurisdiction as to disobedience to.. .. .
for arrest and imprisonment for contempt or breach of
privilege .
Witnesses
power to command attendance of
Speaker's warrant for attendance of .
summary jurisdiction as to punishment for tampering with....
disobedience to warrant .
























issue of, on election or appoinment to House of Commons or
Senate 260
for new election after disclaimer.......... 256
on resignation of member elect before meeting of Legislature 266
on resignation during session _................ 266'
on resignation during recess or in absence of Speaker 256
where election avoided by election court...... 267
when not to issu~ during ses3ion.... 267
in cases of vacancy on death, ete. .. 257, 268
where scat declared vacant for improper receipt of fces, etc ...260,261
LEGISLATIVE SECRETARY FOR NORTHERN ONTARIO
appointment and salary............ .. .









LEGITIMATION OF CHILDREN BY SUBSEQUENT INTER-
MARRIAGE
subsequent intermarriage of parents to legitimatize child...... 1918
child born out of wedlock to married persons, not to inherit
in competition with lawful children...................................... 1918
inheritance from legitimatized child 1918
childre~ of .ill;nocent second marriage while first husband or
wife hvmg 1918
not to affect order of adoption...................................................... 1930





issue of, before commencement of Act.......................................... 2
expressions in, to have same meaning as in Act authorizing.... 2
LEITERS PATENT OF INVENTION
Execution
procedure on taking rights in.......................................................... 1226
LEVEL RAILWAY CROSSING
rate of speed at 3253
LIBEL AND SLANDER
Actual Damages
when recovery in action against ne, spaper limited to 1156, 1158
Adultery
when special damage need not be proved in action for slander
of woman imputing 1159
Amends
payment into court in actions against newspapers.................... 1156
Apology
giving evidence of in mitigation of damages. 1154
pleading insertion of in action against newspaper...................... 1155
in what manner it may be published 1155
Article
meaning of in provisions as to consolidation of actions ......... 11511
Blasphemous Matter
publication of, not excused.............................................................. 1157
Candidates for Public Offices
retraction of charge, when to be made...... 1156
Consolidation of Actions
for same libel in different newspapers........................................ 1155
464 INDEX.
LIBEL AND SLANDER-Continued
County and District Courts
not to have jurisdiction in action for libeL.
Courts
publication of proceedings, how far privileged
Criminal Charge







evidenee of apology in mitigation of .
assessment and apportionment of in consolidated actions .
what may be pleaded in mitigation of in action against news-
paper _ 1155.1159
when recovery in action against newspaper limited to actual ..1156, 1158
defamation of womcn,-special damages need not be proved 1159
1157of defendant to publish. effect of .
Documents
report. extract or synopsis of. how far privileged 1166
Examination of Parties
in respect to right to security for costs in action against
newspaper 1168




publication of not excused..... 1157
Joinder of Claims
libels published within one year may be joined. 1168
proceedings privileged .
Jury
trial to be by .
general verdict ...










name of proprietor. etc., must appear in paper.................... 1168
not available where newspaper printed or published out of
Ontario 1159
Local Courts
not to have jurisdiction in actions for..
Malice
pleading negativing in action against newspaper




evidence of apology., ,......... 1154
plea ~~i~l~h~dg .~~.I.i.~.~.. ~.~.~ ..~~~~.i.~:.~~.~..~.~~ ..~.~.~.~..~~.~IOgy ..~~s 1155
what may be pleaded in action against newspaper 1155. 1l~9


























publication of reports, how far privileged .
Newspaper
meaning of .
consolidation of different actions for same libel in .
assessment and apportionment of damages and costs .
what may be pleaded in mitigation of damages in action
against 1155, 1159
notice of action, contents and service of 1155
not necessary when newspaper published out of Ontario.... 1159
when actual damages only to be reconred.......... 1156
libels on candidates for public office, requirements as to re-
tractation .
payment into court by way of amends .
privileged publication , .
not available where malice is proved : .
or where refusal to insert reasonable explanation. ..
reports of proceedings before courts ..
security for costs, application for .
where criminal charge involved ..
examination of parties .
finality of order of judge ..
place of trial and change of venue · ..
limitation of action ..
not to apply to publications out of Ontario .
publication of name and address of publisher ..
how proved .
service of notice and writ ..










nattle of proprietor, etc., must appear in paper .
not necessary if paper published out of Ontario ..
Notices
publication of certain, how far privileged 1156, 1157
Parliament
when report of proceedings privileged ..
Payment into Court
in actions of libel against newspapers .
Personal Representatives
action not to lie against ..
Pleadings
what averments sufficient in statement of claim ..
what may be set up in mitigation of damages in action against
newspaper 1155, 1159
Privileged Publications
what to be deemed _ 1156, 1157
unless malice proved.................................................................... 1157
or unless explanation refused insertion 1157
Public Bodies
publication of reports, how far privileged.................................. 1166
Publie Meetings
publication of reports, how far privileged............................ 1156





application for in action against newspaper, material re-
qUired and pract:ce....... ..,,,.,............ 1157
order for, effect of" , "................... 1168
when defendant not entitled to , ,...... 1158
c::lamination of parties on application , , 1158
finality of order c:ltcept where made by local judge.. 1158
application for in actions for slander of women.. 1159
Seditious Matter
publication of not excused .
Service
of notice and writ of summons on newspaper
Stay or Proceedings'
order for security for cosh to be......
Trial













general or special may be given .







imposing terms as to and fixing place of triaL................... 1158
Women
when proof of special dall1age not required in actions
slander . .
security for costs in ac;ions by ..
LIBRARIES
Mortmain




see Extra Provincial Corporations..










power of Minister as to granting









right of unpaid seller 1701
Warehousemen
see Warehousemen's Lien .. 1739







what powers and functions vested in and exercisable by.......... 268
to be a corporation sole.................................................................... 268
Commissions
appointment of deputy to sign 268
Crown
powers exercisable in name of.......................................................... 268
Deputy
appointment of, to sign marriage licenses, money warrants,
etc. 268
Executive Council
appointment of members 269
appointment of deputy with advice and consent of.................. 268
Instruments
to be taken in name of office............................................................ 268
Interpretation
meaning of expressions referred to.............................................. 10
Marriage Licenses
appointment of deputy to sign.......................................................... 268
loney Warrants
appointment of deputy to sign................ 268
Offences
commuting and remitting sentence for........................................ 268
Pardon
powers as to granting 268
Penalty
power of remitting :........................................... 1374
Powers
what vested and exercisable............................................................ 268
Prerogative of Crown
saving as to........................................................................................ 268
exercise of, in commutation or remission of sentence...... 268
Royal Prerogative




power to commute and remit
LIGHT
Prescription







approvnl of, before issue of license .
Bond
for securing judgment under guarantee
Certificate
as to proper performance of .work
Deputy Fire Marshal







issue of licenses by
to agents .
"Guarantee Agreement
form to be approved by fire marshal .
Installation







required for sale........................ 3574
approval of apparatus, el;(:., by fire marshal before issue..... 31574
fee and tax............ 3575
issue, duration and revocatioD.......................................................... 3575
to be exhibited to purchaser....... 3076
penalty for selling without.. 3576
Regulations
powers as to making ..
Tor
'on receip~s from sales .
LIMITAnONS
Account




effect of, in case of claims to real property or l'ent..: : 1184·U86
given to mortgagor 1186






personal actions, effect of 1195
joint debtors, etc., one not affected by acknowledgment of
another 1196
judgment where plaintiff barred as to one but not to all 1196
endorsements on promissory notes, etc., by payee, insuffi-
ciency of . 1196
Acquiescence
rule of equity as to refusing relief on account of, not affected 1179
Action Upon the Case
when to be barred 1194
Administrator
to claim as. if no interval between death and appointment.... 1183
included in trustee for purpose of application of statute........ 1192
Air
right to access and use of, not acquired by prescription .
Alienation
when right to be deemed to have accrued on .
A,nnuities
rent includes .
Arrears of Rent or Interest
maximum recoverable .
saving as to action for redemption .
where prior mortgagee has been in possession .
on money charged under express trust ..
Assault
action for, when barred ..
Assignments and Preferences
establishment of contested claims ..
Award
action upon when barred ..
Bill of Exchange
endorsement of payment by payee, insufficiency of.. ..
Bond
action upon, when barred ..
Breach of Condition
when right to be deemed to have accrued under .
Breach of Trust
actions against trustee for, since 1st January, 1892 .
express trust, action of cestui que trust against purchaser,
when time to run ..
Cables
no prescriptive right to be acquired for carrying over or under
buildings or land ..
Cestui Que Trust
not deemed tenant at will to trustee .
under express trust, when right deemed to accrue ..























not to preserve rhzht
Co-par-eeners
possession, etc., of one, not possession, etc., of others
Covenants in Mort&"ages
actions upon, when barred
Crown
time within which entry, distress or action may be made or
brou~ht by the . .
application of provisions as to accrual of right, bar in case of
future estates, possession, acknowledgments, receipt of
rent and extinguishment of right .
adverse possession, etc., of waste lands not to street right oC..
acquiring right to profit or benefit out of lands of .
no prescription as to easements on unsurveyed lands of.. .
action for recovery of penalties, etc., by, when barred
Damages
action for, when barred
Death
when right to be deemed to have accrued on
when caused by intoxicating liquor
Descent Cast
not to toll or defeat right..
Detinue
action for, when barred
Disability
land or rcnt, infancy, lunacy, etc., extended time for recovery
utmost allowance for ..
when succcssive, no further time allowed.
allowancc for in case of easements ..
of plaintiff in personal actions .
Discontinuance
not to toll or defeat right.
Dispossession
right deemed to have accrued on
Diatrcaa for Rent
limitation of rights of Crown

























time within which attion may be brought . 1187
where doweress in possession since death of husband........ 1187
maximum of arrears recoverable 1187
Easements
profit or benefit out of land, prescription 1189
right of way, or right to water...................................................... 1189
h€lw pcriod of prescription calculated, interruption 1189
no right to be acquired to light or access or use of air by pre~
scription 1190






no right t<! cl!-n'Y wires or cables over land i<1 be acquired by
prescnptlOn 1190
disabilities and exceptions 1190
unsurveyed lands of Crown 1191
Elections
recovery of penalties in respect of .
Endorsement by Payee
on promissory note, etc., insufficiency of .
Entry on Land
limitation of right of Crown .
rights of subjects .
mere entry, not to be deemed possession ..
Equity
rule as to refusal of relief on ground of acquiescence not
affected .
Escape
action for, when barred .
Estates Tail
bar of tenant effectual as to estates which might have been
barred by him < ..
death of tenant in tail, time not extended by .
when possession under assurance by tenant running against
subsequent estates against which bar was inoperative ....
Evidence .
strict proof required of enjoyment, on claim of easement.. ........
endorsements or memoranda by payee not to be deemed suffi-
cient .
Execution
remains in force as long as kept alive by renewal .. ~ ..
action for money levied upon, when barred ..
Executor
included in trustee for purposes of application of statute .
written acknowledgment by one, not to affect others ..
Extinguishment of Right
on bar of remedy ..
applies to claims by the Crown ..
False Imprisonment




















action for damages ~ .. :................................................ 1903
Forfeiture
when right to be deemed to have accrued under 1182
in case of remainderman, ete......... 1182
Fraud
when time to begin to run in case of concealed fraud. 1188







when right of remaindCl'man under forfeiture or breach of
condition accrues
when right deemed to h.ve accrued .
when claimant at some previous time in possession
when person entitled to particular estate is out of possession,
bar of right to estate in possession, bars right to future estate.
bar of interests created subsequently to accrual of right
Gaming
action for refund of losses ._ .
Heir
possession of relation, not possession of
Highways
action for damages for non-repair
Imprisonment
action for, when barred
Infancy
land or rent, extension of time for bringing action.
easements, allowance for .
Informer
action for penalty by, whcn barred
Insurance ~Ioney
action for recovcry of
Interest on Mortgages or Charges on Land
maximum of arrears recoverable .
saving as to action for redemr-tion .
where prior mortgagee has been in possession.
on money charged under exprC55 trust .
Joint Administrators
written acknowledgment by one, not to affcct others.
Joint Debtors
time to run in favour of residen~ though another non-resident
rccovery against resident not to bar action against non-resi-
dcnt on his returll................ . .
written acknowledgment by one not to affect another
Joint Tenants
posses5ion, etc., of one not IIune66iun, etc., of ulheu
Land
See Real Property Infra.
Legacy
time within which action may be brought to recover......
when chargcd on land and secured by expreu trust
Lessee
receipt of rent from to be as against him receipts of profits ...
Libel
actions against newspaper _ .
Lien on Land
































no right to be acquired by prescription .., ..
Lunacy
land or rent, extension of time for bringing action ..
easements, allowance for .
claim for compensation for land injuriously affected
tarriage
action for declaration of invalidity " .
tarried 'Voman












action against, for negligence or malpractice 2011
Money Charged on Land
time within which recovery must be sought 1185, 1186
express trust as to :........................................... 1187
)Iortgage
maximum arrears of intere t recoverable 1185
saving as to action for redemption . .. 1185
where prior mortgagee has been in possession '.. 1185
redemption, limitation of time when mortgagee in possession 1185
acknowledgment of title of mortgagor, effect of 1186
where acknowledgment signed by one of several mortgagees 1186
in arrear, time to run from last payment 1186
time within which recovery must be sought 1186
actions upon covenants, when barred 1193, 1194
Mortgagor.
not to be deemed tenant at will of mortgagee 1181
'on-Residents
personal action, time not to run in favour of, until return of
defendant . .. 1194
in case of joint debtors, etc. 1194
Part Payment
personal action, effect of .. .. 1195
Payment
endorsement of by payee on promissory note, etc., insufficiency
of 1196
Personal ctions
time within which actions must be brought 1193
provisions imposing special limitation not affected 1194
actions of account, what claims barred in 1194
disability of plaintiff 1194
defendant non-resident, when time to run 1194
joint debtors or joint contractors................................... 1194
acknowledgment in writing or part' payment, effect of 1195
promise by words only, insufficiency of 1195
joint debtors, etc., one not affected by acknowledgment of
another 1196
judgment wlter.e plaintiff barred as to one joint debtor, etc.,
but not as to all 1196
endorsement on promissory note, etc., by payee, insufficiency
of .. 1196








action by or against, for torts or injuries to or by deceased 1500
Possession
bar of right of entry, distress or action by .1180·1182
mere entry not to be deemed 1183
of one co-parcener, joint tenant, etc., not possession of others 1183
of relation of person entitled, a' heir, not possession of heir. 1184
effect of acknowledgment in writing by person holding 1184
receipt of rent from person holding 1184
extinguishment of, right on bar of remedy..... 1184
waste lands of the Cro,,;n 1184
of prior mortgagee, when time begins to run against subse-
quent mortgagee .
of mortgagee, time runJling against mortgagor .
title acquired by two or more to be tenancy in common .'
Prescription
enjoyment of profit or benefit for thirty years 1189
right of way, easemeJlt or water coune 1189
when rights indefeasible 1189
how time calculated. interruptions 1189
no right to light. or access or use of air acquired by................ 1190
strict proof required 1190
right to carry wires or cables over property not acquired by 1190
disabilities and exceptions ...1190.1191
not considered .where right declared indefeasible 1190
unaurveyed land of Cro'VJl 1191
Promissory Note
endorsement of payment by payee, insufficiency of 1196
Proof
no preaumption of existence of prescribed right to easement 1190
endorsements or memoranda by payee. not to be deemed suffi·
cient , 1196
Prosecutions Under Factory, Shop and Office Building Act .
Public Authorities
action for damages caused by official acts
Public Officers










actions for damages caused by construction or operation._ 2599.2560
breach of contract by...................................... . .2599. 25M
charging tolls , , ,........................................ .. 2699.2660
Real Property
time within which entry, distress or action may be made or
brought by Crown 1179
by others _..... .. 1180
where right of entry or action to be deemed to have aeerued 1180-1182
uncultivated and unimproved land ,..................... 1180
proviso ,................. 1181
future estates, where person entitled to particular estate out
of possession .,......... . .
administrator, interval between death and granf of letters..
entry not to have effect of having been in possession .
continual claim not to preserve right .























possession of one co-parcener, joint. tenant or tenant in com-
mon ..
of relative of person entitled as heir ..
acknowledgment in writing .
receipt of rent .
extinguishment of right ..
waste lands of Crown ..
arrears of rent and interest .
mortgages and charges on land ..
dower .
estates tail .
concealed fraud .. _ ..
prescription in case of easements ..
no rights acquired against Crown except in surveyed terri-
tory 1191
disabilities and exceptions 1190, 1191
Recognizance
action upon, when barred ..
Redemption
limitation of time for 1185
effect of acl..-nowledgments 1185. 1186
Relation
possession, etc., of, not possession, etc., of beir ..
Remainderman
right under forfeiture or breach of condition, when to accrue .
when bar of tenant in tail bars .
death of tenant in tail, time not extended by .
when possession runs against, under assurance from tenant
in' tail which does not operate to bar .
Rent
wrongful receipt of, when righ t deemed to have accrued 1181
tenancy in from year to year. or at wiII 1181
receipt of, as against lessee to be receipt of profits 1184
arrears of, maximum reco.erable 1185
land charged under express trust 1187
action for arrears, when barred 1193
action upon lease. when barred 1193
Reple.in




when acquired by prescription 1189
Saw Logs
claims under Rivers and Streams Act 494
Set Off
application of statute to claims of 1196
Simple Contract Debts
action for, when barred 1193
Slander




actions upon, when barred _ .





in computing period for prescription for ease-
Statutory Penalties
action for, when barred. 1193




Tf'nant from Year to Year
in rent or profits, when right deemed to have accrued against 1181
Tenant at Will
in rent or profits, when right deemed to have accrued against 1181
mortgagor or cestui que trust not to be deemed... 1181
Tenants in Common
'possession, etc., of one, not possession, etc., of others 1183
Time
for bringing action to recover land, etc., by Crown. 1179
for bringing action by private parties 1180·1182
in case of land patented but not improved 1180
where owner of particular estate not in possession. 1182
apress trusts 1187
for dower 1187
remainderman after death of tenant in tail 1187, 1188
in cases of prescription . . 1189
in cases of disability 1190
Torts
actions for, when barred . . 1193;1194
Trespass to Goods or Land
actions for, when baTIed 1198
Trust
time within which action to be brought tor money charged
on land under 1187
created by Act of this Legislature, application at this Act to.... 1192
Trusts and Trustees
trustee to include executor, administrator, trustee under
implied trust and joint trustee. 1192
application of statute (If limitations to 1192
exceptions, for fraud, breach of trust or recovery of trust
property still in p<lssession 1192
extent ot application 1192
statute to run against maTIied woman entitled to possession.... 1192
but not against beneficiary until his interest is interest in
possession 1192
judgment for one beneficiary not to .enure to benefit of another 1192
cestui que trust under express trust, when right to be deemed
to have accrued 1193
generally action :lot to be baTIed as to breach of trust.. 1193
University of Toronto




no prescription as to easements upon ,.
Warranty
not to toll or defeat right .
Waste Lands of the Crown
exceptions as to .
Water
when rights in acquired by prescription .
Way
when easements for, acquired by prescription .
Wires
no prescriptive right to be acquired for carrying over or under








notice of election when accident happens in foreign country.... 1835
notice of election as to actions against third party or claim
under Act 1836










liability of general partners ..
Banking
limited partnership not to be formed for .
~¢bl .
contribution of by special partners ..
amount of each contribution to be stated in certificate ..
contribution by special partners not to be withdrawn ..
Certificate of Partnership
contents of 1766.1767
execution before nobry public 1757
filing of .. 1757
partnership not formed until filed :............................................ 1757
effect of false statements in 1757
renewal or continuance 1757
changes in particulars stated in to be deemed a dissolution.... 1757
Dissolution
what change will effect .
False Statement
effect of on liability of partners ..
Fee
for filing certificate and searches . 1757
General Partners
who to be and liability of 1766
to have sole authority to transact business and sign for part-
nership . 1756
to be distinguished in certificate 1756
liability to account 1758




special partners not to rank until other claims satisfied.
Insurance






~ ~~a~eg:e~/~~ ~ne cd;;~~dtdi~s~i-~ti~~"""""-"""'" ~i~~
not to include name of special partners.. 1757
Profits
right of special partner~ to share in 1758
Railway




who to be and liability of .
to be distinguished in certificate .
effect of including name in name of firm
restriction from withdrawal of capital _ .
liability for restoration in case of reduction of capitaL
as general partner if he inten'enes in business .,., " ,.,.,
how to rank in insolvency. .. .
LINE FENCES
Agreements
between owners. regulation and enforcement of , ., ........" .....".....
Appeals
from award of fence-viewers ....
Disputes
settlement of by fence-viewers
Entry
right of owner of tree blown down .
Evidence
powers of fence-viewoN to take















of fence·viewers, surveyors and witnesses .. ...3628,3629
Fences
fence-viewers to consider nature of, in locality
location of off boundary line . . .
not to affect title to land .
extending time for making .
owner of division. when not to remove
provision where tree thrown down across ..
Fence-Viewers
meaning of . _, .
settlement of disputes by ,,, ,,.,, .. ,,.,, ,,,,.. . .














when judge to appoint .. 3626
examination of premises by........... 3626
award, contents of 3626, 3627
enforcement of 3627
a charge on land when registered 3628
appeals from 3628
employment of surveyor by.......................................................... 3627
fees of 3628, 3629




powers of inspection 3628
expenses of hearing appeal.............. 3629
Occupied Lands
meaning of 3625
duties of owners of adjoining 3625
Ontario Land Surveyor
appointment of, by fence-viewers 3627
fees of ·.3628. 3629
Owners
disputes between, settlement of 3626
notice to owner or occupant of adjoining land.................... 3626
agreements between, regulation and enforcement of................ 3629
Trees
removal of where thrown down across line fence 3630
Unoccupied Lands
by-laws making Act apply to 3626
adjoining occupied. duties of owners of 3626
Witnesses
fees of 3628, 3629
LIQUOR
Prisoners
penalty for supplying 4060
Provincial Parks
extent of prohibition 872
Replevin .








regulations prescribing books to be kept..














by signs, etc., forbidden when unauthorized.
penalty. . .
Alcohol
when druggist may have
sale of, under prescription




when to be deemed intoxicating
regulations prescribing
Amendment of Proceedings
power of justice as to .
Supreme Court as to
Analysis
of patent medicines kept by d~uggist
report of, as evidence .__ _ .
Appeal
to county or district judge
to Appellate Division .
Audit
books and records to be open to. . .
before payment of accounts . .



















meaning of . .
"li~uor" to include .
dehvery from brewery, when lawful
license to brewer to sell to Boaro .
samples to be furnished by brewer ..















establishment of and chairman 8291
appointment of members 3292
pnndpal office at Toronto _ 8292
powers and duties generally. 8292
regulations, power to make 3293-3295




acquiring real property and output of manufacturer .
appointment of officers and staff .
property and funds, etc., to be property of Crown .
expenses, etc., to be paid out of receipts .
reports, to be made as required .
books and records to be open to examination and audit ..
transfer of property from former Board to ..
funds for purchase of supplies ..
receipts except for permits to be paid to ..
audit of accounts and reserve fund ..
profits, how disposed of .
actions and other proceeding against .
orders for liquor by, how authorized ..
discretion as to permits and licenses ..
sales by any person to, not affected .
members and officers improperly interested .
restrictions as to advertising, etc., not to apply ..
Boats






















to be open to examination and audit 3296
Brewer
license to, what to cover 3304
returns to be made and penalty for neglect 3304
examination of books 3305
construction and equipment of licensed premises 3305
samples, duty as to furnishing 3305
term of license and cancellation or suspension 3305, 3306
Act not to prevent having or keeping under Dominion Statute 3308
duty 'as to placing marked stopper on receptacles................... 3311
unauthorized transactions by...................................................... 3319
penalty 3325
Brewery
purchase of output of 3295
when advertisement may be on premises of 3323
Buildings
when to be a residence 3290
power to purchase and equip 3295
Canada Temperance Act
operation of, not to be interfered with 3312
Canvassing
when forbidden . 3322
penalty ,........................................................................................... 3325
Certiorari
proceedings of Board not removable by................................ ..... 3298
Clergyman
special permit to purchase sacramental wine 3301
Club
what part to be a "residence" 3290












delivery of liquor by ..... ,.. ,........................ 3300
duty of officer as to inspecting books and records of 3331
Constitutional Powers
interpretation of provisions as to exercise of 8341
Consumption of Liquor





offences by, penalties for. .. .
recovery of ,
JHlraonal liability of actual offender .
service on and presumption as to incorporation
Crown Attorney
duty on receiving information of offence
Death from Intoxication
recovery of damages from person supplying liquor ..
Delivery




administering liquor to patient .
Disorderly Bouse
permit not to be issued io convicted keeper or frequenter .
to become public place on conviction , .
Distilled Liquor
sale of, under prescription
Distiller
purchase of output of .
Act not to prevent having or keeping under Dominion Statute
unauthorized transactions by .
penalty , .
Distillers' Licenses
issue, term, cancellation, etc.
Divisional Court
appeals to, at instance of Attorney-General
Druggist
meaning of .
keeping alcohol . .
prohibition as to selling or keeping for sale .
sale of patent medicines, tinctures, essences, etc., by .








































in public places, prohibited .
pe~if{it;rg, ·p~~~i·bit·~d···.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·".·.·.·.·".·.:·.·.·.:·.: : :..:: ..:: ::..:.. :::..::::::: :::::: :
supplying liquor to intoxicated person .
permitting consumption by intoxicated person .
penalty .
Elections





proclamation forbidding liquor in area affected ..
Essences
provisions as to sale of 3308, 3309
Ethylic Alcohol
adulterating liquor with ..
penalty .
Evidence
onus of proof 3333, 3334
what to create presumption of offence 3333
report of analyst 3333
LIQUOR CONTROL-Continued
Executions
possession of liquor by sheriff under 3319
Express Company
duty of officer as to inspecting books and records of........... ....... 3331
Extracts
provisions as to sale of 3308, 3309
Fatal Accidents
recovery of damages when caused by intoxication 3341, 3342
minimum damages 3342
limitation of time for bringing action 3342
Flavouring Extract
restrictions upon sale of 3309
Forfeiture of Liquor
in possession of interdicted person 3324
found on search 3328,3829
kept unlawfully 3329
delivering to Board 3330
Government Store
meaning of 3289
regulations as to equipment and management of 3293
Board to pay expenses in connection with 3296, 3297
establishment of, powers of Board as to 3299
consumption of liquor in, prohibited 3300
days and hours of sale 3300
delivery from, lawful............. 3300





analysis of patent medicines by
Holidays




........ ' 3340, 3341
Hospitals
supplying liquor to patients
Hotel
public portions not a "residence"
keeping or consuming dsewhere than in private room.







Act not to prevent Board _ .
provisions as to, limited to constitutional pOWCI'S
Indians
permits not to be issued to .
Informalities
not to invalidate proceedings
Information












not to lie against Board
Inspectors
to bc under control of chic! commissioner
powers of Board as to appointing, salaries,








supplying liquor to, prohibited
applying for permit . .
penalty .
order of interdietion,-when judge may make
cancellation of pennit .
forfeiture of liquor in possession aiter order ..
liquor in possession at time of order,-how to be dealt with
revocation of order .
notice of application
Intoxicating Liquor
what to be deemed .. .
inference as to liquor being . .
















recovery of damages from
death .....












regulations prescribing . 3294
what to be shown on bottles and barrels of beer ' . .. 3323
License
meaning of .. 3289
regulations prescribing conditions of and fees for 3294
Board may require holder to give security.,................... 3298
Board's discretion as to issuing . 3299
to brewers 3304
distillers 3306
hotels .. .. 3340, 3341
See Standard Hotels
Light Beer
meaning of , .
not to be "liquor" ..
pennits for sale of, and cancellation "'" ..
not to be sold without permit __ .
disorderly conduct on premises where sold .
Limitation of Action













purchase and sale by Board,-general powers and duties
regulations as to purchase and sale of ... __ ..
prescribing kinds and quantities to be purchased
order for, by Board,-how to be signed .
Local Option
submission of question of establishment of stores 3312
discontinuance __ .. __ .. .__ .__ 3313
procedure for taking vote 3314,3316
fandamus
not to lie against Board ..
Manufacturer
purchase of output of .. .
sale of tinctures, essences, etc., by .. .. ..
unauthorized trapsactions by .
penalty ..
l\Iethylic Alcohol
adulterating liquor with .. . 3319
penalty......................................... . " ...... 3325
1\1 inister of Religion
special permit,-to purchase sa<'ramental wine 3301
Iinor
supplying liquor to 3321
penalty..................................................................... 3325
lunicipal Councils
submission of local option questions.... . 3312-3316
appointment of officers to enforce Act .. .. .. .. .. 3332
alive Wine
meaning of '" .. .. 3290




sale of, by manufacturer _.... .... ,
not to be sold except ur.def regulations
penalty .
Notices
regulations as to giving and serving
Oaths
administration of, Cor certain purposes
Occupant
extent of liability for offences ._
Offences
violations of Act to be, without special declaration
description of .
Officers
to be under control of chief commissioner ...
powers of Board as to appointing, salaries, etc.
actions against .
not to allow liquor to be consumed in stores
penalty .
unlawfully interested in business ... _
penalty
duty as to reporting seizure, ctc..
Ontario Temperance Act
taking over property acquired under ....
powers of Board as to unfinished business under
Original and Unbroken Package
patent medicines to be sold in .
I'ackage
meaning of
determining nature, form and capacity of
liquor not to be sold otherwise .
not to be opened in stores _ .
course of tmnsportation .
seizure where official seal absent
Parent






























disposal by, to be deemed sale 3291
I~atent Medicines
when sale of, lawful _ 3308
colourable sales 3310
analysis of .. _.. __ __ _ . _................ . 3310,3311
sale after adverse repol·t of analyst 3311
possession of, when not unlawful 3319
Pedlars






for certain offences and procedure for recovery
payment over, and application of _ .
when payable' to municipalities


















meaning of . . 3290
Board may grant, refu e or canccl .. 3292
regulations prescribing conditions of and fees for ., 3294
production of. before delivery .. 3299
"individual" and "special" 3300.3301
who may obtain 3301
not transferable. not more than one to same person 3302
loss of, duplicate an~ fee for 3302
consumption of liquor under 3302, 3303
suspension or cancellation 3303
what may be purchased. sold or administered under special
permits 3306.3307
for sale of light beer 3317
interdicted person not to receive 3321
penalty : :................................................. 3326
cancellation,-fresh application not to be made for twelve
months .
penalty .
attempting pUl'chase under, when suspended ..
penalty .- .
fraudulent applications for .
penalty ..
no one but holder to have liquor .. ..
holder to have only liquor purchased under .
penalties ..
cancellation on order of interdiction : ..
Ph>'sician
who to be deemed . 3290
prescribing liquor for, or giving to patients 3306
sale of liquor under prescription of 3306, 3307
administerin~ liquor to minor . 3321
onus of proof as to having liquor lawfully... 3334
Polling Day








powers and duties ~f Board to control. of liquor .. . .
liquor not acquired under Act ..
penalty .
forbidden to persons not holding permits .








regulations as to issue and distribution of.












prohibiting possession by, in cases of emergency
Prosecutions
Crown AttorneY,-duty on receiving information of offence 3330
offence,---description of ,. .3331,3333
penalties.-application of Summnry Convictions Act.. 3332
information,-when to be laid and who to hear 3332
cvidence,---onus of proof _. 3334
what to create presumption of offence .. 3333,3334
report of analysts 3333
prior convictions,-how proved 3335
informalities not to invalidate proceedings... 3336
appeal,-to county or district juclge . 3336, 3337
to Appellate Division "._ 3340
Provincial Parks
See Provincial Parks 866
Public Place
meaning of 3290
residence to become, on conviction for keeping disorderly house 3303






notice of motion,-timc for serving 1
Railway Company






approval of Government.. 3Z93
general powers of Board 3293-3295
standard hotels ,...... 3340
Ueports
duty of Board as to making .




meaning of ' .
liquor to be consumed in..................... . .
disqualification on conviction for keeping disorderly house,.....











privileges of standard hotels . '340
Sacramental Wines
appointment of vendors ot..
special permit to minister of religion...









unauthorized keeping for sale or selling.





required on packages sold ..
necessary on all packages .
penalty ,.,.
Search
when magistrate may issue warrant
warrant unnecessary .







restrictions on unlicensed hotels
cancellation of license ..
exemptions .(rom municipal taxation
Stoppet"$

























powers as to exempting standard hotels. 3341
Tent
may be a residence
Tinctures
provisions as to sale of
Tobacco
privileges of standard hotels as to
Transient Traders











powers and duties of Board generall)',-regulations as to 3295
Vehicles
forfeiture of, when liquor fcund unlawfully in 3329
Vendors
of sacramental wines,-power to appoint
powers of Board as to appointing, salaries, etc ..
actions against . ..
to conduct sales in stores, .























administering li9.uor to dumb animals .
not to consume hquor purchased under speeial permit.
Warehouses
powers and duties of Board as to .
delivery of liquor from .
Wine
what to include n ..









registration of, or caution 916
LIVE STOCK PRODUCTS
adoption of Dominion enactments ...
saving as to provincial jurisdiction
3603
3&03
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS
Accounts
annual audit of 2448
Administrator
trust company acting as .. .2412·2U4
Agent






......2449, 2450Annual Statement to Sh:ueholdcu ....
Amalgamation
uniting with or purchasing assets of other corporations.
agreements fOl' by directors _ .
assets, vesting of in purchasing corporation ..
dissolution of selling corporation .
in case of trust companies, provisions applicable
Appeals
to Lieutenant-Governor in Council from registrar
Assistant Registrar
appointment and duties of ..









appointment of :................................ 2434
Attorney·General
leave of required for action against Registrar .. 2454
appointment of auditor by to make special examination of
books, etc. 2466
Auditors
prohibition as to lending money to 2422
report of directors to shareholders to be certified by.................. 2437
appointment and annual audit of accounts.................................. 2448
may be shareholders 2448
appointment of by registrar on default 2448
vacancies, directors may fill casual.............................................. 2449
suspension by directors 2449
remuneration, rights and duties of 2449
report to shareholders :............................ 2449
certificate with financial statement to shareholders 2450
penalty for withholding books 2451
for false statement as to solvency of corporation 2454
special, appointment of 2465, 2466
Bailee
power of trust company to act as 2412
Balance Sheet
auditors to ascertain correctness of 2448
Benefit Fund
power of corporation to establish for employees.......................... 2415
Bills of Exchange
prohibition as to loaning money on 2418
Bonds
investments in by loan and loaning land corporations . 2418
proof on transmission by death, insolvency, etc. 2443
Books
of record, at head office 2446
what to be kept and contents of 2447
inspection and taking extracts from 2447
forfeiture of registry for neglect to keep.................................. 2447
prohibition as to untrue entries in 2447
register of securities and entries therein 2447, 2448
terminating shares book 2448
of account, property of corporation in 2450
penalty for withholding possession 2451
order of court for delivery where unJawfully retained 2451
penalty for non-compliance with 2451
registrar to have access to 2464
penalty for refusing to make .proper entries in, etc. 2466
certified copies to be prima facie evidence 2467
Borrowing Powers
exercise of to be declared in by-laws 2407
of trust company 2411
alteration of 2423
of other corporations 2423
limit of loan corporations 2425
.J.92 l:--DEX.
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS-Continued
Buildings
erection and purchase of for extra provincial business.
power tn construct larger than nece!lSll.ry for business .
limit of eX'penditure on, for use of company ,._ .
Business
extension of outside of Province _ .
prohibition as to carrying on aiter suspension or cancellation
of registry , , _ ,_ .. , ..
prohibition as to carrying on by unregistered corporation
commutation of fees on discontinuance
Uy·laws
general power to make.
recording of in by-law book
filing of with registrar .
alteration of at general meeting ..














power of directors , ,.......... . .2416.2442
forfeiture of share on non-payment of 2416.24..2
no advance payment on shares without consent of directors 2"3
liability of transferee for unpaid 2415
Capital
-to be stated in application and by-laws .
must be permanent .. .
borrower not liable for impairment .
amount to be subscribed before borrowing ....
paid up, of trust company before registration
Capital Stock
increase or decrease of
Charitable Purposes












application of certain provisions of
Creditors
preservation of rights on letters patent to existing corpora~
tions 2409
rights of preserved on alteration of borrowing powers 2423
not affected by transfer of assets to purchasing corporation.... 2431
Debentures
prohibition as to trust company issuing 2411
guarantee of payment of interest on investment not to be
deemed ,.......................... 2411
investments in. by loan and loaning land corporations 2418
denomination and term of 2425
limit of amount to be borrowed on 2425
rights of holders __ ...2425,24211
exchange for debenture stock 2427
proof on transmission by death, solvency. etc.... 2443
INDEX .
. LOAN AND TRUST CORPORAnONS-Continued
Debenture Stock
prohibition as to trust company issuing
issue and rights of holders of , .
entry of In register
Debts
assumption by new corporation on amalgamation
DepoJlits
trust company not to borrow by receiving
power to receive and guarantee of .
Quarterly returns as to. and special register of
loan corporation, reeeh'ing with conaent of shareholders
creditors right to rank on
limit of .
quarterly returns as to.
by minor over fifteen years.
extension of exemption from seizure, etc.
disposition of on intestac~'
payment over by mistake
Directors
prohibition as to lending money to
report to shareholders before statutory meeting
term of office and number of . .
majority to be British subjects and reaident in Ontario
general powers of ..." " " .. ,.. , .
executive committee, delegation of powers to
general power to pass by-laws
who may be managing. '.. '.



























not to be paid so as to affect borrowing powers 2425
by-laws as to payment of . 2442
right of shareholder to participate in for payments in ndvancc
of calls 2443
Documents
order of court fOI' delivery where unlawfully retained
penalty for non-compliance with
certified copies of official to be prima facie evidence
Employees






powers of registrar to obtain 2455
copies of official documents 2467
books of corporation 2467
Execution
extent of exemption of surplus proceeds under power of sale 2435







LOAN AND TRUST CORPORAnONS-Continued
Extra Provincial Corporation
meaning of _ , .
a~nual statement of to Re$:istrar . .
fihng power of attorney WIth application tor registry.
False Statement
penalty for making and liability of officers
Fees
for incorporation __ .
commutation for discontinuance 0'( ·b~·~i·~·ess··::::::::::
Fiduciary Holder
not personally liable as shareholder __ .. _, .
when beneficiary also liable
liability where beneficiary not named
Forreiture
of corporate powers for non·user
Head Office
meaning of __ ._._ , .
must be in Ontario __ ..
location to be provided for in by.laws..
change of .
Incorporation
not to be under Companies Act
of loan and loaning land corporations
may be for limited term .



















rate of on loans .. .
not to be recoverable under mortgage without
rate .
fines on and recovery of overcharge .








guarantee by trust company of 2411, 2413
quarterly returns as to .. 2411
of trust company, general powers as to 2412, 2413
of loan and loaning land corporations 2418
restrictions on aniount of 2419
registrar requiring appraisement of overvalued. 24&3
disposal of unauthorized . 2464
Land
power to hold where acquired under a mortgage 2420
when to be disposed of 2420
forfeiture in such cases . ,............. 2420
holding for purpose of business 2420




or part of building not required for business . 2420
495
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORAnONS-Continued
Letters Patent
incorporation of loan corporation or loaning land corporation
to be by " .
application for by existing corporation
extension of power , .
rights of creditors preserved , .
specification in as to limited term of incorporation
of trust company, provisions for issue of . . "' ..
revocation where three-fourths of shares not held by residents
conferring borrowing powers ..
copy to be recorded in company's books
Lire Insurance Policies
power to loan on .
Liquidation
provisions of Companies Act to apply
Liquidator
trust company acting as
Loans
borrowers, how far bound by by-laws
contracts of, how to be evidenced
application of Mortgages Act, etc. . .
not affeeted by subsequent by-laws .
particulars of payment necessary for discharge .
non-liability of borrower for impairment of capital.
on what securities may be made
to shareholders upon shares
limit of . .










secretary or treasurer may be styled
ann_ual statement by to registrar
Managing Director
when secretary or treasurer may be styled


































to be provided for in by·laws............ 2407
general for authorizing purehase of buildings outside of
Ontario , 2415
statutory, when to be called 2435
report to shareholders prior to............. 2435
list of shareholders to be produced at. 2437
discussion of business by shareholders at 2437
adjournments 2437
application to wind-up on default of holding 2437
annual general 2437
496 ll"DEX.
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS-Continued
Meetings-Continued
special general by directors on own motion
or on requisition of shareholders.....
~lIulty for not holding or giving notice of
voting power of shareholders at __ .. ,









deposits by in loan corporation.. 2433
2461for diversion or misapplication of .
.Minute Book
entry of transactions at general meetings in , 2439






powers of trust company as to................... 2413
to secure loans, how far by-laws applicable 2417
investments in........ 241&
rate of interest and fines allowable on 2422
where payments of interest and principal blended, 2422
redemption after five years................................ . 2422.2423
application of provisions of Mortgages Act to.... 2423
when surplus on sale to be personal estate 2435
rights of execution creditors as to... . 2485
Name
to be stated in application for incorporation 2405
prohibition as to use of misleading.. 246S
change of where objectionable or upon application,. 245S
notice of change in Gazette.. 2468
Notices
to corporation. service of .







power to have for use shroud






granting of to emplo~'ees
Permanent Stock
meaning of.. . .....





LOAN AND TRUST CORPORAnONS-Continued
Penalty
prosecutions for.... ... .... ..
security upon appeals from con"ictions
application of
onus of proof of registry
Pow-fOr of Attorney
to act for corporation
President
election and casting vote of
Promissory Notes
prohibition as to loaning money on
Promoter











of corporation for entry of debenture stock
of securities . , ,........ ' .. ,
departmental, of loan, loaning land and trust companies




applications for incorporation may be referred to
annual report of. ..
requiring nppraisement of overvalued real estate."
and disposal of unauthorized investments ..
appointment and duties of............... .....
no action against without leave of Attorney-General,
)Xlwen;; as to taking evidence
right of access to books of corporation
cancellation of registry for refU$..'\1
requiring additional retuUls from corporations
annual inspection of registered cgrporations

































prohibition as to, of corporation having terminating shares
suspension of on refusal to furnish e\-idence as to by-laws
forfeiture of for negleet to kee!l books of record ..
suspension or cancellation of for failure to file annual
statement .
for representin.l!' that solvency guaranteed by registrar...
application for initial ..









498 J ...... u.;x.
LOAN AND TRUST CORPORAnONS-Continued
P.lOK
Registrr-Continued
recording of by registrar 2467
certificate of registrar as to _ 2467
what corporations admissible to 2469
validation of certain 2459
suspension or cancellation of for fraud, insolvency, etc__ . 2469
corporation to cease business on . 2460
decisions of registrar as to right to, to be in writing. 2460
appeal from registrar to Lieutcnant·Governor in Council 2460
cancellation of on request of corporation 2460
onus of proof of............ 2464
suspension or cancellation of for refusal to allow access to
books. 2464
for obstructing special auditor 2465
certificate as to to be prima facie evidence 2467
Reserve Fund
maintenance of .. ..... 2421
when dividends not to be paid out of... 2426
Seal
power to have official, for use abroad
fixing of by directors to documents
Secretary
annual statement by to re~istrar










investments in by loan and loaning land corporations .
register of to be kept.......... . , .
order of court for delivery where unlawfully retained.
penalty for non·compliance with. . .
Shareholders
in trust company........................................................... . ,........ 2410
liability of for calls on shares and right to set·off 2416, 2417
loans to on shares....................................................... 2421
approval of to taking money on deposit..... 2424
agreement for amalgamation...... 2428
corporate bodies and co-partners may be.... 2433
list of to be produced at statutory meeting 2437
discussion of business of company by 2437
voting power of at meetings................ 2438
in arrears six months not to vote. 2438
may vote by proxy 2438
power to make by-laws.................... 2439
right to certified statement of auditors.. 2450
Shares
not to be issued at discount 2407
par value 01................................................................ 2408
to be fixed, permanent and non·withdrawable.. 2409
prohibition as to issuing terminating 2409
calls by directors on 2416
forfeiture of for non-payment of calls..... 2416
right of corporations and co-partners as to holding 2433
by-laws as to issue 01.. , 2442
no payment on in advance of calls without consent of directors 2443
proof on transmission by death, insolvency, etc.......................... 2443
transfer of, under letters probate, etc., issued out of Ontario .2443, 2444
transfer, no restrictions ii paid up 2444
directors' consent required if not paid up 2444
conversion of partly paid up into permanent capital stock ..... 2445
INDEX.





penalty for false representation as to guarantee by registrar....
Statement
annual financial and distribution to shareholders 2449, 2453
annual to the Department 2451, 2453
penalty for failure to file 2452
penalty for making false 2463
Taxation for Provincial Purposes
see Corporations Tax.................................................................... 386
Terminating Shares
prohibition as to issue and registry................................................ 2409
keeping of book for by loan corporation....... 2448
entry of forfeiture of shares in.............. 2448




three-fourths of shares must be held in Ontario 2410
not to borrow by receiving deposits........................................... 2411
general powers 2412
investment of trust funds :.................. 2412
power to receive deposits 2413
liability, extent of................................................................................ 2413
approval of for acceptance by court................................................ 2414
liability of to beneficiaries "............. 2414
registration of.. : "...... 2455
statutory powers of not affected.................................................. 2455
paid up capi~1 required before 2455
Trusts
corporation not bound to see to execution of, where shares,
deposits, etc., subject to 2434
Unregistered Corporation
not to carryon business ".... 2461
what to be deemed carrying on business.............. 2461
prohibition as to acting as agent for................................................ 2461
penalty for using misleading words in name.............................. . 2461
prohibition as to making certain contracts.................................... 2462
penalty for non-compliance 2462
ordering discontinuance of m1s1eading sign:................................... 2463
penalty for non-compliance............................................................ 2463
Winding- p
on default in holding statutory meeting......................... 2437
application of Companies Act 2468
LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS
Appeals
from court of revision to county judge .. 2970
Approach to Lot .
construction of, in connection with pavement 2955
Boulevard





agreements for construction of works on. 2976
powers and duties cf initiating counciL ,........ 2976
payment over of rates to initiatin2' council, etc. 2975




meaning of , _ .
approval of Municipal Board when required to construction of
apportionment and assessment of cost of .
construction over ravine separating municipalities , .
agreement with other municipality as to its proportion of
cost
By-Law
for undertaking work, power to amend, for carrying out part
only of work .
for establishing or extending highway, power to amend, pro-
viding for deviation. .. .
consolidation of severai debentures ..... .. ..
one debenture by-law covering several works .
not to be quashed where special assessment confirmed.
direction of court as to amending or repealine:
Church Lands













to determine sufficiency of petition and value of lots ._. 2960
power to summon witnesses for purpose of.. 2960
to delay certifying where complaints made to county judge. 2961
Compensation




guarantee of pavement or sidewalk b)',.
Contributions
to be deducted from total cost of work
by way of annuit)', how to be treated
Corner Lots
reduction of assessment of
how to be made .








Corporation's Portion of Cost
what to be included in.. 2963
by-law for assuming part of cost of sewer or watermain 2963
assumption of special assessments in case of' re-surfacing
pavement .-............................................. 2963
'by-law assuming part of cost of sidewalks, pavements, etc ~63
power to assume larger share of certain named works... 2964








sittings of, for hearing of complaints 2967
notice of time and place............... 2967
statement of cost of work. to be furnished to .. 2968
powers of 2968
no power to alter corporation's portion of cost 2969
adjourned sittings of in case of omission to assess lots 2969
appeals from to county judge ;............... 2970
Cost of Work
how to be borne.. 2962
what to be included in........................................................................ 2962
contributions to be deducted from.......... 2962
by way of annuity-how treated............................................ 2962
special rate per foot frontage to defray........................................ 2962
estimating cost of unfinished work and unsettled claims in
determining actual.......................................................... 2968
if actual cost exceeds estimate, excess to be borne by
corporation 2968
if actual cost is less than estimated, balance to be applied
to payment of rates.................................................................. 2968




by-law assuming part of cost of certain 2963, 2964
assessment of cost on one side only of street.... 2964
Debentures .
estimated cost of issue and sale, and any discount. part of
cost of work................................................................................ 2962
issue of, to meet temporary advances and cost of work 2970
Defined Areas
assessment of cost on in township or village ..
Dykes
construction of .
Electric Light or Power
construction of equipment, plant and works for supply of in
cities and towns . 2964
Engineering Expenses
part of cost of work...... 2962
Exemptions from Taxation
churches, universities, etc., liable to be specially assessed ....... 2974
exception as to schools maintained by legislative grant
or school tax.......................................................................... 2974
payment of special assessments by corporation 2974
Forms
approval of by Municipal Board 2978
Frontage
meaning of 2951
equal special per foot of, to meet cost of work 2962
Gas Mains
laying of in connection with pavement or watermain . 2955







laying of in connection with pavement or watermain 2956
collection of cost when constructed at request of owner 2956-
Gas Works
extension of system owned by corporation 2954
Grass and Weeds
assessment of annual cost of cutting on streets 2974
Guarantee
of pavement or sidewalk by contractor
no deduction on account of ..
Heat Works
extension of system owned by corporation
Hydrants·
corporation to assume cost of.. .
Initiath'e Plan
construction of work on.................................. . ..
publication of notice of intention to construct works on ..
Irregularly Shaped Lota
reduction of assessment of
how to be made .
to be borne by corporation
Lifetime
meaning of .
report as to .
determination of by 'court of revision .
corporation to repair work during
Light Works
extension of system owned by corporation ..
Lighting Streets
assessment of annual cost of....
Local Impro"ement System




















duty of corporation as to .
obligation to keep highway in repair not affected .
Non-Abutting Lots
power to specially assess for part of cost of certain works. 2966
how special assessment to be le"ied on. ...2965,2966
Notice
publication of intention to undertake work .
publication, service and contents of on initiative plan.
Oiling Streets
assessment of annual cost of . 2974
Outlet for Sewage
assessment of cost of 2965
INDEX.
LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS-Continued
Owner's Portion of Co t
meaning of .
special rates for to form snecial fund .
not to be deemed part of debenture debt .
Park
establishing as work........................................ .
apportionment and assessment of cost of
Pavement
meaning of .. . -- -- .
undertaking resurfacing of ..
construction of certain work in connection with . . --.
construction of approach to particular lot in connection with
guarantee of by contractor __ .
asse sment of a1l0wance to make good imperfections where
corporation constructs .
resurfacing of, assumption by corporation of special assess-
ments for existing .
by-law assuming part of cost of certain ..
Petition
construction of certain works only on . ..
private drain connections, water service pipes, etc., without
pavement, sidewalk, sewer, etc., without. __ . .
to 1:unicipal Board against work on two-thirds vote. ...
number of signatures required to.................................... . ..
against work, effect of __ .
lots of owners to be described in .
clerk to determine sufficiency of . .. .
owner not on r01l may sign ..
counting joint owners as one in determining sufficiency .
to be lodged with clerk __ .
names not to be withdrawn or added after, certified .
Plants
planting and maintaining on streets .
Power Works
extension of system owned by corporation ..
Private Drain Connections
constructing in connection with pavement .
cost of, how to be assessed .
construction of, on two-thirds vote of council without petition
Proceedings
for undertaking work .
completion of those begun by former council .. __ .
Public Drive
establishing as work . ..
Repair
not to be undertaken as work. ..
duty of corporation to maintain and .. ..
compelling corporation to .
Resurfacing of Pavement
power to undertake as work......... . . ..
Retaining Walls













































construction of work on 2967
Sewers
meaning of ,........... :'.963
constructing, enlarging, extending.. ,.. 2953
construction of certain work in connection with 2956
on recommendation of Minister of Health 2958
corporation required to assume part of cost of certain. 2963
by-law for assuming part of cost " 2963
when assessment of cost on one side only of street. 2964
appOl·tionment and assessment of cost of 2966
when coat of outlet to be deemed par~ of cost of.. 2966
case of several, connected as a system of......... 2970
date of completion for purpose of borrowing 2970
Shrubs




guarantee of by contractor .
assessment of allowance to make good imperfections where
corporation COnstructs ' .
by-law assuming part of cost of certain
assessment of cost on one side only... ..... ...•..
part of cost on other side in township ..
Snow and Ice
















reduction in case of corner lots, etc........................ 2964
of non-abutting lots for part of cost of certain works.. ... 2965,2966
reduction or release as compensation for land taken.. 2966
procedure for making............ 2966
review of, by court of revision .. ".................................................. 2968
valid and binding when roll certified by clerk............... 2969
payable in annual instalments during lifetime of work. 2972
certain exempt lands liable to 2974
payment of by corporation where land exempt from taxation
for local improvements . ..
when deemed not a.n encumbrance on land ..
Special Assessment Roll
preparation and contents of .
to be kept open for ten dnys " ..
when to be final............................. . .
Special Rates
per foot frontage, to meet cost vf work
for owner's portion to form special fund.
general rate to meet deficiency in ...
commutation of .
collection of in same manner as taxes .
when deemed not to be an encumbrance on land..
Square
























constructing in connection with watermain
cost of, how to be assessed '" . .
Street
meaning of. . .. .
opening, widening, extending, etc., or establishing new
constructing bridge as part of .
approval of Municipal Board when required to opening, widen-
ing or extending .
by-law establishing, extending, etc., power to amend providing
for deviation 2961
apportionment and assessment of cost of opening, widening,
reduc~i~~ ~~~~~\~fa·ss~;~;;;~;;i..i~·~··~~·t~bi·f~·hi~g~·~s ~~~'p~';;;a~965, 2966
tion for land taken........................ .. . 2965
assessment of annual cost of cleaning, watering, lighting, etc 2974
Street Intersections
corporation to assume cost at
Street Lighting
construction of works in certain townships 2954
by-law assuming part of cost of works, etc., for 2963,2964
Subway
construction of, under railway ..
Surface Drainage Work
constructing, in connection with pavement .
Sweeping Streets
assessment of annual cost of .
Temporary Advances
interest on, part of cost of work .
to meet cost of work .. . . .
issue of debentures to repay .
Trees
planting and maintaining, on streets
Trees and Shrubbery







reduction of assessment of .
how to be made '. ...





constructing in connection with pavement or watermain
cost of, how to be assessed . .
collection of cost when constructed at request of owner
Watering Street




construction of certain works in connection with
by-law for assuming part of cost ..
when assessment of cost on one side only of street














extension of system owned by corporation. . .
power of township or village to construct .
l1\ying of mains to conn'!<:t with any existing system or .. ,







what may be undertaken "... 2953,2964
purchase by township, etc., in unorganized territory of those
already laid . . 2956
by-law for undertaking . n. 2957
continuation of proceedings begun by one council 2978
LOCAL JUDGES OF SUPREME COURT





LOCK SHOES ON VEHICLES .
LOCK UP
Districts







use of, after sgreement for usc of gaol in adjoining county... 4066





regulations as to appliances
LODGER
Distress














regulations as ~o hunting, etc.
Assessment
powers of commission as tl. .
. Birds
regul?tions as to hunting, etc ..
Boats
commission may acquire ..
Buildings
powers of commission as to removal of . .. . ..
power to erect .
by-laws for construction of .. ..
By-Laws
for issuing licenses ..
for fire protection : .
for providing improvements ..
authentication of .
penalties for violation of..... .. .
application of license fees and penalties .
when approval of Lieutenant-Governor in Council required
Commission
how composed . ..
tenure of office ..
compensation ..
chairman and secretary.............. .. .. . . . ..
lands vested in . .. .
inquiry as to existing leases and agreements
collection of rent .
general powers ..
borrowing powers .
officers and workmen, employment of
personal immunity from action
Constables
appointment of by commission ..
Contracts
inquiry by commission as to ..
Culverts
by-laws for construction of .
Debentures
borrowing powers of commissicn ... .......... ..
Drainage Work
by-laws for construction of .
Elections .
Park to remain part of South Walsingham for purposes of
voters' lists,-preparation of .. ..
Finance
powers as to collection of rents under existing contracts
imposing and collecting tolls, rents, etc.
expenditure on improvements















































powers of commission as to.
Game
regulations as to hunting, et<:o
Heat
power to contract for supply oL..
Highways
commission to keep in repair
Houses














powers of commission as to making.. 886,887
leases, contracts, etc
Judicial Purposes
Park to remain part of county
Lands
what vested in commission....
inquiry by commission as to
collection of arrears of rent
Leases
inquiry by commission as to existing contracts
Licenses
powers of commission as to by-laws respecting
application of fees... . .
Light


















Park separated from township and county for municipal and
school purposes ... 390
Norfolk, County or
Park separated for municipal and school purposes.










for violation of by-laws of commission ...
application of .. . . ..
Public tilities
power to contract for supply of
application of general law
Rents
collection of, by commission
powers of commission as to imposing ..
to be approved by Lieutenant-Governor in
Roads
by-laws for construction of ...
School Matters
Park separated from township and county
SKretal')'













regulations as to .
South Walsingham, Town hip of
certain by-laws not to have effect .
Park separated for municipal and school purposes .
not liable for non-repair of highways, etc .
Taxation
powers of commission as to regulation of ..
Tolls
powers of commission as to imposing .
to be approved by Leiutenant-Governor in Council.... . ...
Toronto Big Creek Shooting Club
rights reserved .
Tran. portation
powers of commission as to providing .
Trees
















duties and powers of commi sion as to preparation of ....
Water
power to contract for supply of _.. 887
Whan'es














permit required for carrying




sec Woodman's Lien for Wages
LUNDY'S LANE BAlTLEFIELD AND CEMETERY
see Niagara Parks ,__ .
LUNATICS
Accountant of SUIJrcmc Court
security of committee to be taken in name of
Appeal
from order of declaration of lunacy _ , .
after trial of issue . .
from order superseding declaration of lunacy .
right of, in cases of mental incapacity of persons not declared
lunatics
Attorney-General
may apply for declaration of lunacy
Bank
transferring stock after notice of order
Chose in Action















inventory verified by oath to be filed by...................... 1132
security, amount, extent and form of 1132
powers which may be conferred by order of court 1133
duty of, under order of court and validity of acts 1135
exercise by, of fiduciary powers of lunatic 1135
powers of, may be conferred in cases of mental incapacity 1140
conveyance by, covenant against encumbrances implied.. 1898
Company
transferring stock after notice of order
Consent
order of court authori?:ing committee to give any.................... 1134
exercisable by lunatic in fiduciary capacity may be exercised
by committee 1135
Contingent Interest




meaning of . . .. '"
release of land from and disposal of same
Contracts
power of committee to carry out
Conl"eyance
when court may appoint person to make
order for, to be conclusive evidence of lunacy
by committee,---eovenant against incumbrance implied
Costs
directions of court as to . .
general powers of court as to ..
Court
jurisdiction of, how exercised ......
Creditor
may apply for :leclaration of lunacy
rights not enlarged .
Custody
jurisdiction of court as to ..
order of commitment, when to take effect
Debts
powers of court as to disposal of property for payment of
Declaration of Lunacy
court not to delegate power of making.
evidence upon which to be made
application for, who rna>' make
appeal from ..
issue, order directing ..
trial of . ..
production and examination of lunatic
scope of inquiry ..
procedure ..
appeal ..
right to trial by jury I
personal.examination of lunatic




order superseding - ..
Disease
persons suffering from mental infirmity on account of
Dower
how barred ....
election on behalf of lunatic widow
Drug Habituates
extension of Act to estates of
Drunkard








































custody 0(, when order to take effect
management of ,_ , .
charging money expended (or improvement!! upon












leases of land held by lunatic for
Evidence
corroboration required in actions by or against
Examination
of lunatic by the court personally
by medical practitioner
Exchange
powers of committee under order of court , , .
property taken in, to be subject to same uses as before _..








powers of court may be exercised for benefit of.. 1132
also in case of temporary disability , _...... 1136
also in case of mental incapacity not amountinl!: to lunacy.. 1140
Fiduciar)' Powers
of lunatic may be exercised by committee 1\36
Guardian
committee 0(, may exercise powel' or give consent
Husband




extension of Act to cases of persons under, not declared
lunatics
Incumbrances
powers of court as to disposal of property fOl' payment of... 1132, 1133
covenant against, implied in conveyance by committee.. 1398
Inebriates
extension of· Act to estates of
Intoeres!




upon question of lunacy, trial of procedure and appeal
upon question of restoration to sanity
Jurisdiction of Court
extent of .
includes custody of person..
orders of commitment, when to take effect
exercisable by judge in chambers , .
delegation of power to Master or Official Referee .... ,..
powers exercisable for maintenance or benefit of lunatic or
his famil)" , .















as to costs .
n!les _ , .






issue as to sanity may be tried by










powers which may be conferred on committee by order of
court . ,.. 1133, 1134
terms and conditions of, ,............. 1134
authorizing committee to give consent to transfer or assign-
ment _ .
renewals to be subjected to same uses......... .. .
extent of power conferred by Act as to authorb:ing .
payment or charge of premiums .
money received on renewal of, to be real estale
exception
Lunatic Trustee








powers of court as to . " .
powers of court as to disposal of property for payment of
provision for, in case of temporary disability
receipt for payment, effect of
Master
delegation of powers of court to..
Menul Infirmit)·
extension of Act to persons suffering from, although not de·
dared lunatics .
Mining Leases
powers which may be conferred on committee by order of
court ._...... 1134
money received on, where mine unopened to be considered as
real estate 1136
~lone)' in Court
order for payment where lunatic resident in Great Britain or
in another province .. _ 1139
Mortgage
purposes for which court may order...... . 1132, 1133
raising money for future maintenance by 1132, 1133
direction of court as to terms of .. 1133
for permanent improvements 113:!
keeping down interest on such mortgage 1133
nature of proceeds of "......................... 1135
powers of court with reference to disposition of certain inter-
ests held by lunatic as mortgagee.... ..1137,1138
indemnity to person acting under order .... U38
Next of Kin
may apply for declaration of lunacy . liZ'
Non-Resident





delegation of powers of court to
Order
declaring lunacy .
to be full discharge to person acting under....
to be conclusive evidence of lunacy in such cases
Order of Protection
right of wife to
Partition
powers of committee under order of court _ ".... .. . .
money received for equality of, to be considered as real estate
interest of lunatic bound by proceedings
Permanent Improvements
directions of COU1·t as to charges for.
Person
custody of, when to take effeet .
Procedure
on appeal from order declaring lunacy
on trial of issue as to sanity.
Rcconve)'ance
















npplication after one yeur to supersede declnration 1131
trial of issue as to 1131
order superseding declaration when recovery shown .__ ' 1131
Renewals of Leases
to be subject to same trusts, charges, etc., as before 1134
payment of premiums, how to be made 1135
Rules of Court
may be made as to practice and costs. n39
npplication of Judicnture Act as to promulgation and effect n39
Sale
purposes fOJ" which court may order ..
powers of committee under order of court..
nature of proceeds of
Security
order for custody of estate to take effect on completion








authorizing transfer of H3G
when standing in name of person residing out of Ontario". 1137
order vesting right of transfer........... 1137
held in trust or as mortgagee vesting right upon transfer.. 1137
vesting right to transfer, in case of lunatic personal repre-
sentative . 1138
powers of person acting under order to transfer........................ 1138
making declarations and directions as to manner of exercising
right of transfer, etc. '1139
Temporary Disability
















money received on leases for to be personal estate . ... .......
Tenant in Tail
leases made on behalf of, how far binding ....
Trust
power of court as to disposition of certain interests held by
lunatic trustee _ _ _ _ 1135-1139
indemnity to persons acting under order................. 1138
Trustee
making charge for permanent improvements in favour of _
exerdse by court of lunatic's right to appoint................... .
when court may appoint new trustee _ ..
Vesting Order
where lunatics solely or jointly interested in land held in
trust or by way of mortgage .
in case of contingent right : .
e-ffect af ordeT _ __ .
conveyance in lieu oL. __ . .. __ _ .
extent of exercise of power to make __ .. .. __ .
appointment of new trustee in lieu of "... .. ..
Wife
may apply for de-claration of lunacy
LUXURY TAX
Beverage




as to operation of Act __ __ .__ __ .
Penalties





accounting for collections__ .. _ ..



















amount of · .
collection of ·.···· ···· .
Treasurer of Ontario
tax to be payable to ..
416
415
415
